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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Over the past few decades, and within recent years, Latino communities and 

Latino immigrants have confronted many oppositions in the United States, including a 

striking increase in deportations due to an expansion in immigration enforcement 

programs such as Section 287(g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), and a 

surge of racism and xenophobia from the Trump administration skewing public 

perception (Marouf, 2020). During the first sixteen months of the Trump administration, 

more than 12,000 non-citizens were deported under the 287(g)-program —2.5 times the 

number of removals during the last sixteen months of the Obama Administration 

(Ibd). Derogatory and dehumanizing language is frequently used to misinform public 

opinion, creating a narrative that rarely includes the voices of Latino and Latino 

immigrant communities themselves. Anti-immigration groups like the Center of 

Immigration Studies (CIS) and the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) 

have spoken on mainstream news networks such as FOX and CNN to share their 

xenophobic views that marginalize immigrants, using rhetoric that distorts the public 

debate over immigration. There have been mentions equating “undocumented” to 

“criminal”, describing illegal immigrants as exploiting the U.S. tax system and 

characterizing humanitarian groups as “aiding and abetting [illegal immigrants] as 

organizing smuggling efforts” (Tucker Carlson Tonight, 2017) (The Ingraham Angle, 

2018). 

These fear-based perceptions encourage the influence of the United States 

government in local communities through 287(g), a program that grants the United States 
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Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) permission to deputize local law 

enforcement to enact federal immigration laws at their own accord (ICE, 2020). There are 

reports of the 287(g)-program generating harmful actions to public safety and 

compromising adequate policing, allegations of racial profiling, and civil rights abuses 

provoking local resistance nationwide. (Flores, 2019). Propagated public fear of 

immigrant communities often leads to them being reluctant to speak out for fear of 

retaliation. Since the early 20th century, Latino immigrants and their children, whether 

they are born in the United States or not, have been characterized by political and media 

elites as a threat to the nation (Ngai, 2014). Furthermore, political divides exist within the 

Latino community, driven by economic concerns rather than racial justice or equality. 

Many want to support the party that they believe will allow them to work and become 

wealthy instead of worrying whether new environmental regulations will wipe industries 

they work for such as the oil fields (Medina, 2021). Knowledge and political views do 

not have to be approached by one standpoint or defined by racial heritage. In the debate 

over immigration, cultural resistance has energized the Latino and Latino immigrant 

communities despite the government’s increasingly restrictive anti-immigrant laws 

(Gaiter, 2012). With access to the internet and community resources, the public can 

organize to educate and create space to discuss political concerns openly to highlight 

immigrants’ struggles depicting messages from everyday people voicing their stance 

against what they view as oppression. 
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Immigration Debate Inspires Cultural Resistance in Design 

 

America’s debate over immigration has encouraged artists, designers, and 

activists to turn their energies toward a hybrid approach to art and design activism, 

blurring the lines between object making, performance, political activism, and 

community organizing that prospers outside of traditional art spaces (Kennedy, 2013). In 

2010, during the Obama administration, the Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe 

Neighborhoods Act (SB 1070) was passed in Arizona, giving local law enforcement the 

authority to investigate, detain and arrest people for suspicions of immigration violations. 

This led to racial profiling issues, raising concerns about the prolonged detention of 

citizens and legal residents (ACLU of Arizona Section By Section Analysis of SB 1070 

‘Immigration; Law Enforcement; Safe Neighborhoods’, 2020). In reaction, the 

production of political art and design addressing contemporary issues was created by the 

Latino and Latino immigrant communities to encourage advocacy through activist art. In 

particular, the fight against SB1070 birthed a cultural movement among local 

organizations such as Puente Human Rights Organization, using artistic opposition in 

posters and images with empowered messages offering a counter-narrative to the 

mainstream depiction of illegal aliens pushed by anti-migrant politicians and lawmakers 

(Puente Human Rights, n.d.). 
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Figure 1. We Will Not Comply Screen Print Poster (Barraza and Ovalle, 2010).  

 

Tate, a network of art museums in the UK, defines activist art as artists working 

closely with a community to generate empowering art in a political or social currency that 

addresses cultural power structures rather than representing them (Tate, n.d.). For 

instance, activist artist Ernesto Yerena Montejano founded the art campaign for Alto 

Arizona in partnership with the National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON). 

Their call to action rallied artists and designers to create posters for a viral campaign, 

which were then published and sold to help fund the protests against SB1070. When 

asked about the activist art campaign, the director of NDLON, Pablo Alvarado, said, 

“Without those cultural elements, is a movement without soul” (Baksh, 2016). About 500 

digital works were collected from artists across the country, depicting the struggle and 

call for human rights and human dignity in Arizona (Ibid). 
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Figure 2. Alto Arizona Silk Screen Poster (Montejano, 2010). 

 

Another example of this work includes the CultureStrike Coalition National 

Campaign—a group of over 50 artists, designers, writers, musicians, and activists 

planning demonstrations and performances against harsh immigration policies in 

partnership with the Alto Arizona campaign. The article CultureStrike: Design Activism 

to Impact Immigration Reform explains the “catalyzing idea behind CultureStrike was 

that creative producers have power in disseminating information that might affect 

people’s attitudes on political and social issues, eventually resulting in meaningful 

change” (Gaiter, 2012). CultureStrike strategies for organizing consists of being 

immersed in the community, conducting silk screening workshops, using social media to 

share messages that advocate for immigration reform, developing open-source toolkits, 

and allowing the public to download posters for quick distribution. By deliberately using 
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social media, CultureStrike has motivated its audience to participate in advocacy by 

spreading their message of protest virally by sharing prints, toolkits, and protest art.  

Historically, the Latino and immigrant community has used art and design as a 

tool for creative resistance and vehicle of empowerment. In particular, from the late 

1960s through the 1970s, the Chicano Movement worked to garner support for social 

justice causes and contributed to the visualization of the Chicano/a identity (Gunckle, 

2015). The Chicano movement used community-engaged artworks and design to create a 

collective identity by creating safe spaces to discuss their history and struggles as an 

educational subject matter for the visual campaigns developed (Pantelić, 2016).  The 

campaigns consisted of cultural characteristics, iconography, content, and distinctive 

social functions: bicultural and bilingual resources that reflect the history of Mexican 

people in the United States, separatism, cultural nationalism, search for identity, and 

socio-political struggles (Goldman, 1984). 

 

Figure 3. United Farm Workers Si Se Puede Boycott Lettuce and Grapes Poster (National 

Museum of American History, n.d.). 
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The political art within the Latino movement was not limited to just Chicano 

issues. During the late seventies and into the civil war in El Salvador, political organizers 

would communicate to the masses through graffiti or street art known as las pintas. The 

people would band together at night to paint, write, and paste messages on walls, 

awnings, and even buses to raise issues to the public eye. The wall art served as a 

message board to the uneducated and marginally literate population to interpret historical 

events, advise on how to act in resistance to the government, and affirm the continuing 

struggle. (Smith, 1994) 

 

Figure 4. A mural at a pre-school in El Salvador of a solider shooting flowers to 

represent the destruction caused by the civil war (Chow, 2014). 

 

The versatility of forms of protest has continued to equip designers, artists, and 

organizers with social tools to work alongside community members to document social 

matters while providing a voice to the people. The use of visual campaigns and 

community-engaged artwork help communities to express ideas through slogans and 

compelling imagery, allowing grassroots efforts to use their power to influence opinion, 
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raise consciousness, and encourage people to act for change (Gaiter, 2012). The 

contemporary attitude of creative resistance is innovative, inventive, collaborative, 

resourceful, and empowering.  

 

Critical Practice in Communication Design and Inclusive Methods 

 

In this context, not only artists and activists but also communication designers 

have been prompted to investigate their roles and explore areas they can increase their 

involvement by supporting underserved communities. The First Things First 1964 

manifesto, written by Ken Garland, advised communication designers to contemplate 

their practice’s purpose and consequences. The manifesto did not advocate for the 

cancelation of consumption-led design; instead, it was a call to action for designers to 

focus on a societal approach to use their skills to enhance the lives of those directly 

affected by their designs. The manifesto was later republished as First Things First 2000, 

pointing out how communication design is still being prioritized to serve consumerism 

and calling once again for communication designers to refocus their attention on pressing 

social-cultural matters (Flask, n.d.) (Poynor, n.d.).  

The book Design Act: Socially and Politically Engaged Design Today by Ramia 

Mazé, a professor in Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability, and editor of the 

journal Design Issues, and Magnus Ericson, independent curator and educator in design, 

architecture, and art, describes that an alternative to consumer-led design is to engage 

with stakeholders through participatory practices by “folding them into the design 

process in order to articulate an independent position that remains politically concrete” 
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(Ericson and Mazé, 2011). Participatory Design (PD) is defined as an “approach to 

democratizing innovation in the design process by shifting the power dynamics between 

researcher and participant” (Harrington, Erete, and Piper, 2019).  

The origins of PD, originally known as cooperative design, have been established 

since the early 1970s in Scandinavia by projects conducted by trade unions focusing on 

the democratization of working life. The project managers developed a plan based on a 

participative approach by taking on the role as the facilitators and workers as the experts 

to collaborate in designing products and services they would want to use. The project 

consisted of several activities for the union, including group discussions to find solutions 

through action programs, assessments of existing information systems, and change 

propositions. This form of cooperative design gave workers a voice to make decisions 

concerning what systems are developed and how they will benefit from them. (van der 

Velden and Mörtberg, 2015). 

When this cooperative approach spread to the U.S. it was named participatory 

design with the purpose to include stakeholders into the design process. Stemming from 

PD in the 1990s was a new empathic approach called Human-Centered Design (HCD), 

immersing designers into the world of stakeholders through ethnographic means. IDEO, 

an innovative design thinking and consulting firm, defines HCD as a problem-solving 

approach that empowers designers to build with empathy using the understanding of the 

stakeholders' experiences and whether the solution meets their needs (What Is Human-

Centered Design?, n.d.). The goal of HCD is to humanize the design process while 

empathizing with the stakeholders through community immersion. Designers who immerse 

themselves into communities gain the opportunity to learn, listen, and collaborate on 
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issues that matter to the people rather than assuming a solution to a problem that does not 

meet their needs.  

HCD places the stakeholders’ needs as the central focus in research but unlike PD 

does not actively involve the stakeholders in the design process. Through critical design 

practice, communication designers using HCD’s empathic approach and PD’s inclusion 

of stakeholders have the potential to engage in alternate ideologies but only if they are 

“less concerned with problem solving than with problem finding—exposing issues and 

articulating questions” (Mazé, n.d). In the interview Ramia Mazé: Design practices are not 

neutral, Mazé explains critical practice as a type of “criticism from within design” that can 

pivot “forms, effects and uses of kinds of criticality that take the form of design processes 

and artifacts” (Speculative, n.d.).  The journal Difficult Forms: Critical Practices of Design 

and Research, explains critical practice builds an “intellectual basis for design on the basis of 

its own modes of operation, a kind of theoretical development that happens through, and 

from within, design practice and not by means of external descriptions or analyses of its 

practices and products” (Mazé and Redström, 2009). Critical perspective challenges 

assumptions and conceptions about the role design plays in everyday life. Communication 

designers who are open to self-criticism and outside critiques can shift a design outcome by 

questioning methods used throughout the design process to uncover solutions that could not 

be conceived if one were to exclude perspectives outside their own expertise.  

Using critical practice to question the ethical accountability and power dynamic in 

design for underserved communities is a political act itself. Designers need to build self-

awareness into their work by immersing themselves within communities and engaging 

outside their comfort zones. This will enable them to push the boundaries of their 
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authoritative role by being critical of the methods in their practice and create a space for 

the inclusion of the stakeholders’ perspective. As Mazé explained in a lecture at the 

Iaspis Forum on Design and Critical Practice Seminar in Stockholm called Critical of 

What?:  

“One way that we could think about criticality in design would be in relation to 

the individual practitioner and their practice—that it is part of their own effort to 

become more self-aware or reflexive about what they do and why they do 

it…Collaboration or relocation of one’s own practice can become a sort of 

activity of trying out or testing out the boundaries around your practice, by 

pushing it up against another. And, in the process, perhaps you learn about 

something that you had previously taken for granted but suddenly had to articulate 

or experience another way. Comparing and contrasting practices, or even 

disciplines, can help to sharpen how we understand or express our own position” 

(Mazé, n.d). 

By applying critical practice to HCD and PD to build empathic understanding and 

inclusion of the stakeholders, designers can explore outside of their personal practice to 

reflect upon methods that will help articulate their position in the power dynamic and 

develop tactical techniques that are working with people and not for them (Lee, 2008). 

One of the methods associated with HCD is co-design, another extension of PD, in which 

stakeholders are engaged in a design or problem-solving process as co-designers and 

partners (Sanders and Stappers, 2008). All these methods share the common concept that 

engaging people and gaining insight is more effective to build upon an idea. 

Collaboration is more than just tapping into the stakeholders’ insights and knowledge 
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they may possess. It is about discovering unique and collective perspectives from their 

way of life and sense of community, making it imperative to work together. When 

collaborating with a community partner, there may be a need for compromises; 

relinquishing control is necessary to establish reciprocal connections between designers, 

activists, and communities to understand what each other has to offer and translate 

promising ideas, information, images, and other materials into meaningful 

communicative tools.  

 

Hypothesis 

 

Communication designers practicing HCD and PD need to build an empathetic 

understanding of the people and include the community into the design process to better 

serve their needs. The inclusion of the stakeholders is vital as it fosters a sense of 

responsibility to include previously excluded stakeholders as ‘design partners to create 

environmental, cultural, economic, and social sustainability (Lee and Cassim, 2015).  The 

design partners can help define and confront current issues to develop actionable ways to 

empower them to improve current experiences. If communication designers surrender 

their position of control of the creative outcome, it will enable an effective design 

partnership that will allow for opportunities for others to create, participate, and produce 

equitable tools for communities to use that in turn will give them a sense of responsibility 

and empowerment in the democratized creative process. 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

As the expansion of 287(g) agreements continues nationwide, a lack of 

transparency and poor oversight will provoke negative impacts on local communities and 

discourage participation from community members affected by the program (Flores, 

2018). This government program puts community trust at risk and fails to provide crucial 

oversight needed to prevent these 287(g) agreements from having adverse effects in 

communities. Coupled with conventional news and social media outlets playing a 

significant role in shaping the American public’s perceptions of immigrants only adds to 

the mistrust and cultural apathy within the Latino and Latino immigrant communities.  

Due to such sensitive subject matter within immigration, designers must work 

using empathy by immersing themselves within a community to learn from a first-hand 

perspective rather than walking in as a problem solver with a solution to a social matter 

the community might not fully comprehend. Designers have had problematic tendencies 

to lack empathy when working with communities in which the people become objectified 

as ‘test subjects’ rather than human beings with “a context, lifestyle and desires that go 

beyond their physical representation” (Donahue and Gheerawo, 2014). Reflecting 

critically, practitioners of HCD tend to prioritize their own ideas and experiences over the 

community expert or stakeholders’ ideas and experiences (Steen, 2014). Although 

cultural resistance has energized the Latino and Latino immigrant community in the form 

of protest, it is essential to address the issues surrounding lack of community trust and 

inadequacy of social inclusion from outsiders seeking to create social impact.  
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Lack of Community Trust 

 

The 287(g)-program has drawn criticism for damaging trust between the police 

and immigrant communities. Under the 287(g)-program, local law officers trained 

through ICE programs can screen jailed immigrants, determine immigration status, and 

detain immigrants for the arrest-to-deportation pipeline. The arrest-to-deportation 

pipeline uses ICE detainers or holds on immigrants at local jails, which is “a written 

request that asks a law enforcement agency to detain individuals for an additional 48 

hours after their scheduled release date. It allows ICE agents time to arrange 

transportation to take the individual into custody for deportation” (Solis, 2019). The 

arrest-to-deportation pipeline is a “coded system that works to funnel [immigrants] from 

the criminal court system into [ICE] custody to the immigration court system, and back to 

their nations of birth — with very little recourse or space for adjudication” (Ibrahim, 

2020). 

 
 

Figure 5. Arrest-to-Deportation Pipeline (Riojas, 2020). 

 

 

Currently, there are 75 agreements in 20 states, the majority in Texas with 24 

agreements (ICE, 2020). In reaction to fear of deportation, there has been an increase in 

avoidance of reporting crimes, unwillingness to cooperate as courthouse witnesses, and 

skipping doctor appointments. The magazine Newsweek reported that Kimberly Avila 

Edwards, a pediatrician at Austin Regional Clinic in Kyle, Texas, told the Congressional 
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Hispanic Caucus, “Around the country, parents are canceling or not showing up to their 

children’s pediatric visits out of fear that they’ll be detained or deported” (Rodriguez, 

2018). In California, reports of domestic abuse from the Latino community reduced 

significantly, such as Los Angeles reported 3.5% fewer instances, San Francisco 18%, 

and San Diego 13% with no change in non-Latino victim patterns (Queally, 2017). 

Figure 6. Domestic Violence Reports Down (Keller, 2017). 

 

 

Advocates also have reports of civil rights abuse through racial profiling, 

discrimination of Latinos, and targeting individuals with no criminal history or safety 

threat (Núñez, 2018). In Gwinnett County, Georgia, there is a 287(g) agreement in place 

encouraging police to “use traffic violations as a pretext to racially profile drivers whom 

they assume to be undocumented” (Sakuma, 2017). Traffic-related charges in Gwinnett 

County had a five-fold increase in detainers between February and April 2017 compared 

to 2016 (See Figure 5). However, only a fraction of those charges was linked to serious 

crimes; 70 percent were traffic-related violations and most driving without a license 
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(Ibid). Residents of the county have given positive reception to the 287(g)-program as 

they were highly concerned with how immigrant cultures “don’t quite blend” with 

suburban life, lowered property values due to “illegal aliens not keeping up with their 

properties” [and] “having too many vehicles parked in the yards and too many people 

living in a house” (Ibid). Between government interference and ICE-local law 

enforcement collaboration, the use of misleading media has the power to manipulate 

public opinion and fear of public safety to create a cycle of power playing into the fear of 

the Latino immigrant community.  

 

Figure 7. Charges leading to immigration chart (The Intercept, 2017). 

 

Media, Politics, and Public Misconception 

 

Mainstream media outlets and political elites have been constructing the 

metaphors that govern how Americans comprehend and view demographic change, 
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immigration, and Latino communities (Brader, Valentino, N. A., and Suhay 2008). 

Humans rely on the use of imagery and metaphors as their foundation to better build an 

understanding of their surroundings (Ana, 2007). Damaging narratives told by the 

mainstream media and political elites, coupled with this lack of knowledge on 

immigration matters, frame the perception that the American Public has of demographics, 

immigration, and Latinos (Reny and Manzano, 2016). Derogatory and dehumanizing 

language is frequently used to misinform public opinion, creating a narrative that rarely 

includes the voices of Latino immigrant communities themselves. Anti-immigration 

groups like the Center of Immigration Studies and the Federation for American 

Immigration Reform have spoken on mainstream news networks such as FOX and CNN 

to share their xenophobic views that marginalize immigrants, using rhetoric that distorts 

the public debate over immigration.  

 

Figure 8. Latino Stereotypes by News Sources (Reny and Manzano, 2016). 

 

Under the Trump Administration, straightforward discrimination and xenophobic 

fearmongering has been the main focus in the President’s rhetoric, feeding nationalism 
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ethos (Srikantiah and Sinnar, 2019). President Trump has described immigrants from 

Mexico and Central America as criminals, drug dealers, rapists, murderers, gang 

members, deceivers, and animals who “prey on our citizens” and “infest” our country 

(Graham, 2018). With the media enhancing President Trump’s administration agenda, the 

White House issued the executive order Enhancing Public Safety in the Interior of the 

United States, declaring:  

“Tens of thousands of removable aliens have been released into communities 

across the country, solely because their home countries refuse to accept their 

repatriation. Many of these aliens are criminals who have served time in our 

Federal, State, and local jails. The presence of such individuals in the United 

States, and the practices of foreign nations that refuse the repatriation of their 

nationals, are contrary to the national interest” (The White House, 2017).  
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Figure 9. Survey chart of Americans who think immigrants are here 

illegally/legally (PEW Research Center, 2019). 

 

The majority of the American public is ill-informed about matters of immigration. 

According to the PEW Research Center in a United States survey conducted in 2018, it 

was reported fewer than half of Americans know that the majority of immigrants in the 

United States are legally in the country (see Figure 2). The chart displays 35% said that 

most immigrants in the United States are here illegally and 6% who believed that about 

half are in the United States illegally and half legally. (Gramlich, 2019).  

Other misconceptions created by the Trump administration is the way 

immigration is set up as a humanitarian crisis, which the The Washington Post states, “the 

administration has said that the country is in danger of being ‘overwhelmed’ by ‘massive 
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increases in illegal crossings’ that will bring ‘horrible crime,’ ‘unbelievably great 

taxpayer expense’ and the loss of American jobs” (Ingraham, 2018).  

 

Figure 10. Undocumented immigrants commit less crime than native-born 

citizens (Nowrasteh, 2019). 

 

However, these claims have been proven false. The chart compiled by the Cato 

Institute demonstrates using the Texas Department of Public Safety data that 

undocumented immigrants commit crime at lower rates than native-born citizens (see 

Figure 3). And although, the Cato Institute study accumulated evidence proving 

undocumented immigrants are more likely to be convicted of certain crimes, including 

“gambling, kidnapping, smuggling, and vagrancy,” than native-born Americans, those 

crimes accounted for less than 0.002 percent of all crimes committed in Texas during the 

study period” (Ingraham, 2018). 

It has become a common theme to see the media coverage of Latino immigrants 

in a negative tone filled with stereotypes and over-sensationalized news (Abrajano and 
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Singh, 2007). A 2008 Brookings Institute report on immigration news coverage revealed 

that 70,737 stories from 48 media outlets across five platforms focused almost 

exclusively on undocumented Latino immigrants and immigration, lacks essential 

context, and often framed immigration as a crisis (Reny and Manzano, 2016). Words and 

images have the power to influence the way the public perceives and evaluates policies. 

The portrayal of policy issues in the news has an agenda-setting effect whereby the most 

highlighted story becomes essential and influences the way the public thinks and 

evaluates issues (Branton and Dunaway, 2008). Due to the media capitalizing on anti-

immigrant sentiments, it has generated fear and blame of immigrant communities 

influencing government intervention in immigration and inducing fear in the general 

public and Latino immigrant communities.  

 

Community Apathy in Politics 

 

Due to anti-immigration law enforcement actions and an immigration crisis 

narrative on mainstream news media, the lack of community trust has created cultural 

apathy in politics and the belief in social change. In 2018, a poll by the Pew Research 

Center revealed that more than half of Latinos felt it was becoming difficult to live in the 

United States with a pessimistic view about their place in society and concerned for the 

future of their children (Lopez, Gonzalez-Barrera, and Krogstad, 2018). The journal The 

Apathy Syndrome: How We Are Trained Not to Care about Politics explains, “Apathy is 

produced in public situations as a response to feeling powerless in the face of political 

realities one cannot control; it is a collective, conversational process” (Zhelnina, 2019). 
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The social mistrust developed by inflicted communities changes their sense of solidarity 

into a diminished belief that collective action could be effective and promote change 

(Ibd). The issue is awareness and motivation to act. No more than 10% of Latinos report 

they participate in civic engagement, such as protest, lobbying, making contributions to 

or working for political campaigns, and seeking to influence the policy-making process 

(Tienda, 2006). The arts and culture in activism represent one of the few areas in our 

society where people can come together to share communication of ideas, ideals, and 

perspectives (Assessing the Impact of Artistic Activism, n.d.). A community invested in 

collaboration using design and activism is conceivably a strong source of motivation to 

inspire social change for people who work to transcend the stigmatization of politics, 

struggles, and views on immigration that is endemic in public discourse today. 

 

Designing with People Not Users 

 

In design, the term or concept of the ‘user’ can remove the human perspective 

from the community being served, ridding the idea of inclusiveness and risking the loss 

of design opportunities. HCD and PD share a fundamental priority on the user, i.e., 

getting to know their design partners and observing and analyzing their needs, but 

diverge in the idea of the stakeholder having fixed boundaries in the participation of the 

design process (Ma, 2015). PD asserts the need to rethink power dynamics between the 

designer and participants in order to include them as active participants of the design 

process (Ma, 2015). It has been argued in the past that HCD lacks true collaboration 

compared to PD as the users get absorbed by the design process as the “passive 
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information carriers for designers to dig out opportunities, collecting data, recruiting 

feedback to evaluate the proposed solution prototypes” (Ho, Ma, and Lee, 2011). 

Challenges facing HCD include “its emphasis on the notion of ‘end user’ that has been 

blurred by people’s participation in design, its methods and process controlled by design 

professionals; and its role in design innovation” (Ma, 2015). In the journal CoDesign: 

Tensions in Human-Centered Design it is stated, “It has been noted that the lack of an 

adequate understanding of people’s needs and preferences is a key factor in the failure of 

innovations” (Steen, 2014). The two tensions that are inherent in HCD that need to be 

faced are: communication designers need to combine and balance the stakeholders’ 

knowledge and ideas with their own by recognizing their design partners as community 

experts; and engaging with critical reflection on their methods and their roles with a 

concern for envisioning alternative practices (Ibd). 

There is a need to reevaluate the roles of the participants to include stakeholders 

as active collaborators of the design rather than users for responsive feedback from 

participants (Brereton and Buur, 2008). The stakeholders can bring a diversity of 

experience, so it is vital to create a shared language that is not design jargon to 

understand the public’s experience in an issue and how the information will translate to 

them. In an interview Christine Gaspar, Community-Engaged Designer and Executive 

Director of the Center for Urban Pedagogy, described the importance of social inclusion 

and accountability when designing with community: 

“Don’t confuse interdisciplinarity with “we all do all the things.” There is this trap 

that some collaborations fall into. I also think it’s how some people unfairly 

knock participatory design processes, claiming that having untrained people do 
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the design work weakens it. The trick of good interdisciplinary collaborations is 

to have clear roles and expectations, and to create a strong framework within 

which each person can do the thing they’re really good at, and contribute to 

moving the project towards its goals. You get more than the sum of the parts if 

you do it that way. And it’s important to question what we count as “expertise.” 

Often, people who are the target audience and can give the most important 

information about existing problems or how something should work are not seen 

as having equivalent expertise to trained designers—and that’s just not the case. 

Lived experience is real expertise, and no designer however well-trained can 

adequately solve a problem without the contributions of that expertise” (Burgos, 

2019). 

Sari Kujalaa, educator and researcher of human perspective, concluded in the 

journal User Involvement: A Review of Benefits and Challenges that early user 

involvement is clearly useful and has positive effects on both system success and user 

satisfaction (Kujala, 2003). Currently, IDEO’s book Field Guide to Human-Centered 

Design advocates for communication designers to immerse themselves within a 

community to learn directly from people, observe, analyze their needs, and build tools 

that match the stakeholder’s practices, needs and preferences (IDEO, 2015). How can 

communication designers hold themselves accountable to their role as a collaborator and 

not the sole expert? Involving community members as design partners means making 

them equal contributors, not tools for further research or untrained colleagues that will 

weaken the project. Communication designers practicing criticality of their methods 

using HCD need to recognize the importance of embracing collaboration by adding the 
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participatory principles of PD to treat people as a valued contributor in order to produce 

an inclusive outcome.  
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III. PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 

 

The primary research uses a combination of HCD and PD methods with critical 

reflection to investigate whether the combination of these methodologies can create more 

authentic design partnerships with those who are a member of and/or involved in 

activism within the Latino and Latino immigrant community. As the communication 

designer, it was important to practice HCD methods to increase empathy with community 

engagement and PD approaches to remove personal bias when evaluating the people's 

needs by including their perspectives in the design process. This was done by 

concentrating on applying empathy and understanding of those inflicted by 287(g) or 

other immigration policies with the notion of democratizing innovation by collaborating 

with the people as they are the experts and key to the solution (IDEO, 2015). Listening to 

the critical perspectives of stakeholders through interviews also challenged assumptions 

to increase awareness of social, cultural, and social issues. These methods helped to 

determine how to best assemble a campaign directed at building awareness around the 

government program 287(g) by being open to criticism and using empathy when 

practicing HCD and PD.  

 

Research Phase 

 

The research phase includes the community partnership of RAICES, interviews 

with experts in civic engagement and design, focus groups with community members, an 

online survey for those who identify as a person of color or immigrant, and comparative 
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research of toolkits designed to engage the Latino and Latino immigrant community in 

activism. Secondary research includes understanding the purpose of the 287(g)-program, 

how it functions, and problematic concerns that exist for the people inflicted as well as 

the community it serves. The challenge lies in the communication designer’s use of 

empathy to understand the people and facilitation of participatory processes, where 

phases of listening, observation, inspiration, involvement, and verification with 

stakeholders become essential components of the project. The steps within the research 

phase include: 

 

1. Community partnership with The Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education 

and Services (RAICES). 

2.  Research of the 287(g)-program and problematic concerns. 

3. Online survey to understand the political involvement or experiences of the 

Latino and immigrant communities. 

4. Focus group interviews with two groups in Austin, TX and two groups in 

Southwest border town Eagle Pass, TX. 

5. Interviews with community experts in civic engagement and design. 

6. Comparative research of toolkits in civic engagement. 

 

Community Partnership with RAICES 

 

For the purpose of this research, an awareness campaign was created at the state 

level. The first step was to partner with a local nonprofit organization dedicated to 
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serving the immigrant community, to address the awareness of the issues in the 287(g) 

agreements in Texas. Although the government program expands nationally, Texas was 

selected as the baseline for research and testing. I developed a community partnership 

with The Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Services (RAICES) in Austin, 

TX, to learn more about how they promote advocacy to local Latino and Latino 

immigrant communities implicated by anti-immigration law enforcement. RAICES is a 

human rights organization that promotes social justice by providing free and low-cost 

legal services to underserved immigrants and refugees, including families and children. 

They not only provide legal services, but social programs, bond assistance, advocacy, and 

opportunities for education and social support. Through their advocacy efforts, they are 

working to change the narrative on immigration by educating the public and informing 

immigrant communities on immigration policy (RAICES, 2020). Considering advocacy 

was to be implemented into the communication strategy, it was vital to understand the 

community’s relationship with advocacy and immigration. The objective was to become 

more aware and empathetic of how these issues are conveyed and communicated.  

 

287(g)-Program  

 

According to Title 8–Aliens and Nationality Section 1357, the 287(g)-program of the 

Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) is named for Section 287(g) (8 USC § 1357(g), 

2008). It became law as part of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant 

Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRAIRA) (Pub. L. 104-208, 110 Stat. 3009-546, 1996). 

Program 287(g) of the INA allows state and local police officers to collaborate with the 
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Department of Homeland Security (DHS) through entering formal written agreements 

(Memoranda of Agreement or MOAs). The MOAs negotiations happen between DHS 

and local authorities, including the delegation of authority to police officers. The 

agreements take place under the supervision of Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

(ICE), and deputized officers are required to coincide by federal civil rights laws and 

regulations. In general, deputized officers gain authorization to: 

• interview individuals to verify their immigration status;  

• inspect information on individuals using DHS databases; 

• hold individuals until ICE takes custody by issuing immigration detainers; 

• enter data into ICE’s database/case management system;  

• issue a Notice to Appear (NTA) which enacts the removal process; 

• make recommendations for voluntary departure instead of following formal 

removal proceedings;  

• endorse for detention and immigration bond; and  

• deliver individuals into ICE custody (Capps, Rosenblum, Rodriguez, and Chishti, 

2011). 

Once in ICE custody, people may contest their removability by seeking to rely 

form an immigration judge, whose decision is subject to appeal to the Bureau of 

Immigration Appeals and the US Court of Appeals. But few immigrants who are 

removable on the basis of having committed a crime (as is the case with many 

immigrants identified through 287(g)-programs) succeed in contesting removability, and 

those who have been convicted of aggravated felonies (i.e., those committing Level 1 

offenses) are categorically ineligible for relief from removal. Immigrants who have 
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agreed to depart voluntarily waive their right to a hearing before an immigration judge. 

Currently, only the “jail enforcement” and “warrant service” model is operating in the 

field (Ibd). These are the following procedures are used by 287(g) officers: 

• The Task Force Model authorizes officers to question and arrest individuals, or 

alleged noncitizens they believe have violated federal immigration laws. 

• The Jail Enforcement Model authorizes officers to interrogate alleged noncitizens 

who have been arrested on local or state charges and place immigration detainers 

on inmates thought to be subject to removal. 

• The Warrant Service Officer (W.S.O.) model, ICE trains, certifies, and authorizes 

selected law enforcement officers to execute ICE administrative warrants. These 

officers are authorized to perform limited arrest functions of an immigration 

officer within the law enforcement agency’s jails and/or correctional facilities. 

(ICE, 2020). Unlike the jail enforcement model, ICE does not license officers to 

interrogate alleged noncitizens about their immigration status. 

• The hybrid model combines components of the other agreements. 

 

Problems with 287(g) Agreements 

 

Issues with 287(g) agreements are that there is little transparency of the policy 

and compliance with law enforcement, which in turn threatens community safety. 

According to the analysis of the new Center for American Progress, in 2018, out of 78 

287(g) jurisdictions, only 17 have held local steering committee meetings in recent years, 

and only 9 had any public records of these meetings (Flores, 2018). It is crucial to have 
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committee meetings where the public could voice their opposition or support on how the 

287(g) agreements are operating. However, despite recommendations for the Department 

of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General and congressional action, the 

standard MOA between ICE and local law enforcement agencies fail to mandate the 

establishment and implementation of steering committee meetings. Instead, they wait to 

host meetings till deemed necessary leaving it entirely to local officials’ discretion. 

Keeping away public accessibility, knowledge, and protest of the agreement continues to 

raise issues with the 287(g)-program threatening community safety for instance: 

• Partnerships vary by local jurisdiction and may focus on targeting a few violent 

criminals. According to the Migration Policy Institute analysis of the 287(g)-

program, ICE does not target severe criminal offenders, and half of the detainers 

issued were to people who committed misdemeanors or traffic offenses. 

• The utilization of the 287(g)-program availability of resources is dependent on the 

detention capacity. Having ample space means they can gain more funding by 

detaining individuals who are not high-priority criminals.  

• The National Immigration Forum (NIF) has pointed out that the WSO program 

could confuse immigrant communities due to the complicated convolute 

relationship and roles of local and federal law enforcement agencies.  

• Expanding 287(g)-programs through WSO’s could interfere with local law 

enforcement’s community relationships and hinder community cooperation with 

local law enforcement. 
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Online Survey 

 

An online survey was distributed across social media platforms collecting a total 

of 106 participants from across the United States of different Latino ethnicities and 

citizenship status (See Appendix A). The purpose was to learn from the experiences of 

the Latino and immigrant communities regardless if they were engaged politically in the 

United States and investigate ways to share their viewpoints with a broader audience to 

highlight the ongoing issues of the current governmental policy. The questions ranged 

from voting, activism, portrayal in the media, cultural discrimination, issues they care 

about, and art in protest.  

The results discovered there is a need to be able to host public discussions 

amongst groups due to various experiences, liberal/conservative views, levels of 

privilege, and opposing mindsets. There is a lack of unity among varying ethnicities who 

do not feel heard or seen, whether it is in public or amongst their peers. There is a battle 

of traditional views, fear of retaliation for not conforming, and desire to progress outside 

their comfort zone (See Appendix A). 

 

Focus Groups 

 

To further understand the needs of the community it was fundamental to conduct 

focus groups to gain perspectives from members of the community in order to 

communicate with the audience more effectively. The survey gave insight to the varying 

perspectives of Latinos in the United States with mixed views on identity and politics. 
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The information gathered from the study guided the content and strategy of the resulting 

awareness campaign. 

A total of four focus groups were conducted—two on the border of Eagle Pass, 

TX, and two in the city of Austin, TX (See Appendix B-E). The topic of the discussion 

consisted questions about cultural identity and politics. As the communication designer, I 

led the conversation by giving ten topics of discussion ranging from how they identify 

with the Latino community, communication with their families, their political ideology, 

how they see themselves in America, and immigration. As not to disrupt the organic 

communication that happened between the participants of the focus group, as the 

facilitator I remained neutral to the discussion. The purpose was to compare the different 

points of view of those who live near the border wall and the city dwellers with more 

access to public resources. 

Even though the participants who currently live on the border are exposed more to 

immigration and the border wall, there is a lack of resources and support to motivate 

them to be engaged in community issues. The other participants living in the city desire 

to be more active but find that it can be emotionally taxing or their work schedules 

conflict. They all share different opinions and views of themselves, whether it is 

nationally or culturally. However, they all enjoyed having a neutral space to have more 

in-depth discussions such as the focus group because they stay away from the subject due 

to political tensions or unconsciously neglect it because it is a taboo conversation in the 

household. 
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Expert Interviews 

 

Conducting interviews with engaged experts of varying points of view was 

essential to gain key insights into relevant experiences, context, and innovations, and to 

understand their successes or failures. The interviewees’ fields of expertise ranged from 

design and art to increase meaningful civic engagement and community education in 

advocacy or public policies (See Appendix F-I). Reaching out to those familiar with 

working on community issues provided context on how to engage with locals who are 

already tapped into the communities, healing the social consciousness, and simplifying 

complicated information into an easy to spread campaign.  

` The first expert I reached out to about designing with community was Rosten 

Woo, an artist, designer, and writer living in Los Angeles, and co-founder of the Center 

for Urban Pedagogy, a nonprofit dedicated to using art and design to foster civic 

participation. Woo is known for producing civic-scale artworks and projects as a 

collaborator and consultant to a variety of grassroots and nonprofit organizations 

including the Advancement Project, the American Human Development Project, the 

Black Workers Center, Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy, and Esperanza 

Community Housing Corporation, as well as the city of Los Angeles and Los Angeles 

County (Woo, 2020). Based on his past experience working with various grassroots and 

nonprofit organizations in civic design, the public will not voluntarily give up their time 

to a stranger. The best option is to collaborate with a design partner already involved in 

the existing community rather than "set up a lemonade stand" and see who will stop by. 

Woo advised when researching a hypothesis or an issue, "build that research process into 
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something that is like a group learning process, for both you and organizers and anyone 

else you want to bring along. That’s really where you get the weird magic of trying to 

make something that no one person could make on their own" (Riojas, 2019). After 

speaking to Woo, I concluded that as a communication designer seeking to build societal 

impact, it is essential to immerse yourself with the people and be open to relinquishing 

control of the design outcome. Only then, when working as a group, will new ideas 

flourish to solutions that never would have if you only tested your assumptions.  

The next expert interviewee was Cristina Garcia, Advocacy Director for Oxfam 

America, an advocate for underrepresented communities and has a 10+ year track record 

in the nonprofit sector working on educational campaigns, program development, and 

policy advocacy. Garcia has spoken on issues of equal representation of women, violence 

against women, migration, and immigrant inclusion at the national and international 

levels (Garcia, n.d.). When discussing the Latino and Latino immigrant community 

Garcia shared their perspective from experience from working in advocacy with the 

community as identity not being a topic of discussion yet it makes up a large part of the 

way they view themselves. People of color seem to have created their own subcultures by 

creating movements decolonizing by focusing on reclaiming one’s brown ancestry and 

healing. Latinos are not a homogenous group, nor do they share a solid ideology. There is 

a disconnect to the political sense with an opportunity for people leaning towards politics 

or spirituality to come together through a lens of social justice. Her interview revealed 

how the levels of identity within the Latino community whether Americanized or an 

immigrant still revolve around their “their own self-oppression that doesn’t allow them to 

speak on these things. Political education and healing can build the bridge in between to 
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help others graduate to a level of social consciousness and political awareness” (Riojas, 

2019).  

After reaching out to community experts there was need to speak to an advocate 

with a community member perspective of the effects of the 287(g)-program. Dalila 

Reynoso, community organizer for the Texas Jail Project in Tyler, TX was interviewed 

due to her experience as an activist and helping immigrants navigate the criminal justice 

system. Reynoso described working directly with the people as a community advocate 

opened her eyes to see the parallels that the criminal justice and immigration systems 

share. The Texas Jail Project holds the criminal punishment system accountable by 

informing the public and lawmakers about civil right violations, structural racism, 

mistreatment and medical neglect inside Texas county jails (Texas Jail Project, n.d.). 

From her behind the scenes experience walking through detention centers and Smith 

County Jail, Renyoso explained from her perspective how humanity gets detached from 

the faces lost in the system due to a lack of resources, social means, or influence. 

However, at the Texas Jail Project she discovered a new way to advocate for the 

incarcerated by uplifting their voices through sharing their handwritten letters online for 

others to read their testimonies to humanize the voiceless lost in the system. The letters 

spoke of the mistreatment they face in jail due to being Latino, the fear of having to be 

deported back only to be killed in the country they escaped from, and the inhumanity of 

their situations.  

Lastly, I interviewed two staff members at RAICES who have helped me 

facilitate previous projects featuring design in advocacy to comprehend how to serve the 

Latino and Latino immigrant community. They were Adriana Quiroga, a community 
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organizer and advocacy team member at RAICES, and Barbara Peña, the Director of 

Strategic Partnerships. They work to advance community engagement on immigration 

issues and advocate for immigrants and refugees’ legal and social services. During the 

interview it was discussed how immigration effects are far-reaching and the public cannot 

always easily understand the struggles or dense information. People prefer to intake 

simple language otherwise they lose interest quickly. Effective ways to connect with 

people is to take a simple action by giving them what they need to know and showing 

them what direct action, they can take. It’s important to humanize information through 

campaigns by inserting yourself into the conversation. A campaign can be unified under a 

single hashtag such as the #NoKidsInCages by RAICES. That, for example, was an 

online campaign, and the toolkit was simple images to download to print or share online. 

 

Toolkit Comparative Research 

 

Incorporating stakeholders’ insights can help design products or tools that meet 

the people’s needs and aspirations to increase public participation (Van der Bijl-Brouwe, 

2016). In past projects, connecting communities using simplified design-based practices 

has been conducted through online toolkits, method cards, tutorials, classes, and more. 

Toolkits provide collaborative organizational processes with tasks and duties needed to 

achieve set goals. Meeting those goals involves cooperation in behaviors, attitudes, and 

awareness which creates a functional team and makes the achievement of their set goals 

possible. (Salas, Rico, and Passmore, 2020). 
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Group participation has become a fundamental way to establish team building as 

an effective way to engage with a community through tasks that require teamwork to 

complete efficiently. It is also important to note that there is a risk of overwhelming 

people with a random collection of methods if not carefully designed for a specific cause. 

Communication designers need to be aware of the possibility of becoming blindsided by 

their experienced superficiality of individual methods distracting from the actual value of 

human-centered innovation approaches (Van der Bijl-Brouwe, 2016). Having a realistic 

perspective of what a community can create or achieve is vital to using HCD and PD in 

the public sector for societal impact. To further support this claim, the following toolkit 

examples demonstrate the different levels of community inclusion and impact advocating 

against the 287g-program. 

 

Until We Are All Free Art Kit 

 

CultureStrike, a collective of creatives who partner with on-the-ground 

organizations to elevate stories of justice and equality through art and Mobilize the 

Immigrant Vote an organization focused on building the voting power of low-income 

immigrants, refugees, and young people of color across California, collaborated to 

develop the Until We Are All Free Art Kit, a racial justice initiative engaging in arts and 

cultural strategy to build transformational solidarity. The kit was designed to introduce 

ideas and values of social justice through art by allowing people to imagine what change 

looks like by showing humanity, challenging biases and stereotypes. The art kit includes 
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over a dozen free stencil templates by artists in activism to organize art parties to create 

banners with their community (Until We Are All Free, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 11. Until We Are All Free posters created from toolkit (Iñiguez and Cook, n.d.). 

  

The Until We Are All Free Art Kit provides accessibility as free open-source PDF 

ready to download to engage artists, cultural works, and community organizers to use 

visual art as a defense to envision transformative change that exposes systematic racism 

and alters racial prejudice within immigrant communities. The kit provides donated 

graphics by activists to either print, create stencils, or trace using a projector to produce 

large format posters at low cost with supplies that can be found in local stores or recycled 

materials. Using the hashtag #art4 advocates for a digital campaign encouraging people 

using the art kit to share pictures of their posters and community gatherings. The Until 

We Are All Free Art Kit makes creative resistance accessible to the public encouraging 

messages of social justice that promote cultural change (Ibd). 
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What is Affordable Housing? Toolkit 

 

The Center of Urban Pedagogy, a nonprofit organization that uses design and art 

to increase meaningful civic engagement, particularly among underrepresented 

communities, developed the What is Affordable Housing? Toolkit as part of 

the Envisioning Development series of teaching tools that foster conversations and group 

learning about land use and urban development in New York City. The book guide 

simplifies the complexity of development terminology that discourages community 

participants and committed advocates. It provides visual and tangible tools to facilitate 

group discussions, describe and clarify problems, and propose and communicate 

solutions. (What is Affordable Housing?, 2009) 

 

 

Figure 12. The What is Affordable Housing? Toolkit featuring a guide, wall chart, and an 

interactive, online map (What is Affordable Housing?, 2009).  
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The interactive workshop tool permits the public in New York to compare income 

demographics, rents, and proposed developments in their neighborhoods by using the 

online map which they can also print to share with elected officials or other audiences. As 

well as detailing New York’s affordable housing programs and eligibility, and with step-

by-step instructions on how to host a workshop (Ibd). 

 

#NoKidsInCages 

 

In the summer of 2019, RAICES collaborated with advertising agency Badger & 

Winters Fenton Communications to launch a guerilla activism project across New York 

City to call attention to the treatment of children at our border called #NoKidsInCages. 

Installations of life size cages, with models of children sleeping in them were placed in 

24 locations including the fronts of the NY Times and Fox News buildings, city 

landmarks, and highly trafficked areas in multiple boroughs. The installations provided a 

multi-sensory experience playing the audio of real conversations and sounds that take 

place in the border detention centers (RAICES, 2020). 
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Figure 13. How to Build a Protest Toolkit for the #NoKidsInCages campaign (RAICES, 

2020). 

 

The #NoKidsinCages campaign was multifaceted including a physical and digital 

presence including videos, graphics, and audio with instructions on how to set up your 

own #NoKidsInCages campaign in your location. The #NoKidsInCages campaign 

offered viewers and supporters the opportunity to share, donate, and act through tools 

provided on the nokidsincages.com website (Help Stop Family Separation at the Border, 

2020): 

• Share: A social media toolkit was setup at the launch of the campaign so that 

supporters could use the pre-created content to help drive awareness and traffic to 

the #NoKidsInCages campaign.  

• Donate: A donate button set up on the nokidsincages.com took viewers directly to 

a RAICES donation page.  
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• Act: This option encouraged stakeholders to message and call their political 

representatives to tell them that they want them to support the Keep Families 

Together Act.  

 

Lead a Campaign to End 287(g) 

 

United We Dream, a nonprofit that aims to organize immigrant youth to advocate 

for immigration policy changes led an online campaign to mobilize potential organizers 

to canvas against 287(g) in their county. Their website provides an easy sign-up page to 

become a local leader and start a petition to collect signatures against 287(g) creating 

accessibility at any location. It was broken up into three easy steps: 

• Step 1: Search for a Contract Near You 

o Users go to the campaign page to find their county and click to “Become a 

Leader.” They’re given a petition template they can use to promote, 

collect signatures, and deliver them to their local sheriff’s office.  

• Step 2: Promote Your Campaign and Gather Signatures 

o The online campaign provides a social media kit with digital content to 

share and sample captions to promote the user’s online petition. The 

purpose is to ask friends or community members to share the petition with 

their networks. 

• Step 3: Create Change in your Community 

o Once at least 200 signatures have been collected on the petition the final 

step is to gather a few community members to deliver them to the local 
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sheriff’s office and demand the sheriff to stop collaborating with 

immigration enforcement.  

 

Figure 14. Graphic for social media United We Dream End 287(g) campaign (United We 

Dream, 2019). 

 

 

The United We Dream End 287(g) online campaign gives opportunity to people 

in areas with little resources or support to organize by collecting online signatures to 

petition in their county and deliver to the sheriff with a pre-drafted letter. The online tool 

provides the basic essentials to get started as a community organizer with online social 

graphics help to spread awareness online of expiring agreements with local community 

members. (United We Dream, 2019). 
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Societal Impact Develops Through Collaboration 

  

In communication design, societal impact develops through the partnership of 

designers and communities through collaboration that demonstrates “what can be done to 

support and strengthen the dignity of human beings as they act out their lives in varied 

social, economic, political, and cultural circumstances” (Bierut, Drenttel, and Heller, 

2010). Using HCD and PD methods with critical reflection and participatory principles 

offers the chance to design with communities, build a better understanding of the people 

through immersion and create innovative tools rooted in people’s actual needs by 

implementing the people’s feedback builds social inclusivity (IDEO, 2015). While 

toolkits do not offer fully realized solutions, they provide creative techniques, methods, 

and concepts to guide people through a process that gives a voice to communities and 

allows their desires to guide the creation and implementation of social tools to educate 

and organize. 
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IV. METHODS AND OUTCOME 

 

This chapter addresses the development of the process design outcomes, including 

key components of an awareness campaign of 287(g) to support initial research. In 

practice, the campaign was designed into a bilingual print toolkit addressing barriers and 

providing a variety of ways for people to engage. The goals of the campaign are defined, 

including target audience, purpose, and call to action to be communicated. The final 

outcome of research was limited due to the Covid-19 pandemic and was not fully 

implemented or has gone through a full iterative process presented with regular feedback 

from interviews and community members. Due to the circumstances the project shifted to 

include a digital edition which was developed in addition to the physically printed toolkit. 

 

Awareness Campaign 

 

Each year RAICES operates several advocacy campaigns to raise awareness of 

the implications the government has on immigration i.e. #NoKidsInCages. The Alto Poli-

Migra campaign was chosen to inform inflicted communities of the 287(g)-program 

agreements to motivate people to petition against upcoming renewal contracts. The 

campaign demands to stop poli-migra which translates to stop police–ICE partnerships. 

As of September 2020, ICE has 287(g) JEM agreements with 77 law enforcement 

agencies in 21 states. ICE also has 287(g) WSO agreements with 73 law enforcement 

agencies in 11 states. 25 of the 287(g) agreements are located in Texas (ICE, 2020). One 

of the challenges RAICES faces is simplifying complex information and making an 
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engaging educational advocacy strategy that appeals to the Latino and Latino immigrant 

communities.  

 

Purpose of Campaign 

 

 The purpose of this campaign aims to equip community organizers with a toolkit 

that serves as an exhibition to educate viewers of the 287(g)-program with simplified 

information, motivates people to take action (volunteer, donate, or petition), shares 

protest art that speaks to the culture, or invites viewers to share their immigration 

story/supportive messages. Professors Stephen and Ellen Levine, experts in expressive 

arts therapy for trauma mention in their book In Art in Action: Expressive Arts Therapy 

and Social Change, “Social change happens when a community comes together to build 

an understanding of their influence, aware of their resources, and see themselves as 

capable of changing the world they live in” (Levine and Levine, 2011). Awareness-

raising is a process that seeks to inform and educate people about a topic or issue with the 

intention of influencing their attitudes, behaviors and beliefs towards the achievement of 

a defined purpose or goal (Sayers, 2006).  

 

Target Audience and Call to Action 

 

The target audience is young adults in Texas ages 18–34, as this age group works 

as natural organizers with more time or motivation to mobilize in person and online. The 

message is to build awareness of the complications of the government program 287(g), 
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create empathy between people, and to encourage viewers to advocate in ending the 

government program. In order to motivate people to act “you can raise consciousness or 

most significantly, [people] could develop a sense of empathy with others, who share a 

common experience” (Intrepidina, 2010). 

 

Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit 

  

The Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit is a poster system 

functioning as a portable exhibition and educational tool to raise public awareness on 

287(g) and to initiate a call-to-action to end the program. The design and mission of the 

toolkit was inspired by the Alto Arizona campaign in 2010 against SB 1070. While 

serving a similar mission, the toolkit is a separate entity that supports communities in 

Texas. Following the Alto Arizona campaign was essential because it showcased a 

contemporary example of how designers, artists, and community partners can work as 

equals in the design process and in the development of campaigns and toolkits.  

It features a national and state map of Texas displaying locations of active agreements, 

narrative and participatory storytelling, protest art from independent artists, and take 

away cards titled with different actions to motivate the public to take action now. An 

instructional sheet is included to work as a guide for community organizers on how to 

activate the toolkit by hosting an event or utilizing public space as an exhibition to create 

public awareness on 287(g). The content of the campaign was informed by RAICES with 

resources implemented under the Immigrant Legal Resource Center’s recommendations, 

the United We Dream online petition, and hand-written letters from a community activist 
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working for the Texas Jail Project. By allowing people to actively engage with the 

toolkit, community organizers anticipate viewers will be more open to learning how it 

affects their communities, participating, and raising awareness.  

 

Visual Design 

 

As the communication designer, I worked with RAICES to acquire a thorough 

understanding of the cultural group to have the competency to choose appropriate diction, 

imagery, and media their audience needs to decipher information into knowledge. The 

Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit is set to have viewers follow a 

journey of the introduction to 287(g) through a list of sections in the toolkit: truth about 

government program, arrest-to-deportation pipeline, national and state map of 

agreements, personal narratives, share your story participatory section, protest art gallery, 

and call-to-action cards (See Appendix J). 
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Figure 15. Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit Prototype (Riojas, 

2020). 

 

The toolkit uses risograph printing, a low-cost production with the look and feel 

of screen printing but with high volume efficiency and speed for urgent production. The 

risograph produces tangible imagery with a stencil effect reflecting the aesthetic of 

traditional protest posters with a modern twist using dual tone printing with pink and blue 

ink on gray paper. The visual design was influenced by artwork of the Chicano 

Movement, which served as an organizing tool to educate Latinos about their cultural and 

political identity and the fight for civil rights and social justice (Goldman and Ybarra-

Frausto, 1985). The poster system is bilingual because it is essential to create inclusion 

through language and connect the audience through familiarity with cultural context 

through use of typography.  
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Figure 16. National Chicano Moratorium in East Los Angeles (Los Angeles Public 

Library, 1970). 

 

The chosen display typeface is Ruben designed by Vocal Type Foundry, which is 

known for preserving culture and history by creating typefaces inspired by protest 

posters. The typeface is inspired by Rubén Salazar, a journalist and crusader for Latino 

rights — especially against law enforcement. The typeface design was modeled after a 

photograph of a group of activists holding a banner from the 1970 National Chicano 

Moratorium protest in East Los Angeles against the Vietnam War (Vocal Type, 2020). 

The body text is Crimson, a serif typeface for easy reading and contrast between the bold 

letterforms of the Ruben typeface (See Appendix J). 

As a communication designer, it is crucial to recognize that connecting to another 

cultural group by merely translating words or ignoring the cultural relevance in visual 

design will fail without the proper research that illuminates key cultural differences or 

finds commonalities that speak to that group of people (Laurel, 2003). As the Citizen 

Designer: Perspectives on Design Responsibility states, “Imagery is difficult to control, 
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even dangerous or controversial—often leading to unintended personal interpretation on 

the part of the audience—but also poetic, powerful, and potentially eloquent” (Heller and 

Vienne, 2018). The featured protest art in the toolkit was chosen due to its bold and 

stencil like effect to match the aesthetic of the typography and visual presentation. The 

art has been used previously in protest against ICE or donated for public use with 

imagery that speaks for the Latino and Latino immigrant community.  

 

 

Figure 17. Poster art from the Alto Poli-Migra Toolkit (Riojas, 2020). 

 

Considering that the majority of people do not have access to generous funds or 

resources in rural communities, the Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition 

Toolkit was made accessible as a website. The Alto Poli-Migra website’s purpose is to 

reach a larger audience in Texas by connecting community members to existing online 

resources. Visitors can start a county petition against 287(g) by connecting with United 

We Dream’s online tools. The website also offers independent artists the opportunity to 

showcase their work by donating artwork to be featured in the toolkit or sharing it online 

under the hashtags #AltoPoliMigra or #ICEOutofTexas. Lastly, if visitors wish to take 
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more action, they can download the online edition of the Alto Poli-Migra: A Community 

Issues Exhibition toolkit to independently host their own community issues exhibition.  

 

Initial Testing and Implementation 

 

Through the design partnership with RAICES, the toolkit was tested at an Alto 

Poli-Migra conference in 2019 hosted by Arriba Las Vegas Workers Center in Nevada. 

Community organizers from various organizations across the states gathered to learn 

about the different methods being used to raise literacy in advocacy for the 287(g)-

program. The toolkit was also featured at the Texas State Galleries in Texas State 

University in San Marcos, TX and presented at the Nasher Sculpture Museum in Dallas, 

TX. The Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit was tested by over 

100+ individuals collectively at the events.  
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Figure 18. Alto Poli-Migra Presentation at Nasher Sculpture Museum in Dallas, TX 

(Riojas, 2020). 

 

From observation, engaged viewers were immensely interested in the toolkit's 

cultural visual design and how easy it was to comprehend the complex government 

program. The people in attendance commented on how appreciative they were of the 

bilingual text with the Spanish translation featured at the forefront. There was a lot of 

engagement from viewers that generated a gallery of responses in personal narratives, a 

list of volunteers signed up, and donations made. The Alto Poli-Migra: A Community 

Issues Exhibition Toolkit created a setting for open communication and building 

connections between community members.  
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Figure 19. Alto Poli-Migra Exhibition at Texas State Galleries in San Marcos, TX 

(Riojas, 2020). 

 

Although the Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit was well 

received by the public, distribution was placed on hold to prevent in-person gatherings 

due to Covid-19. The design of the toolkit pivoted to an online edition with a dedicated 

website to learn how to participate in the fight against 287(g). A collection of 100 toolkits 

will be printed and donated to partner organizations/community advocates across Texas. 

The planned soft launch for the Alto Poli-Migra campaign is in mid-2021. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

 This thesis demonstrates that communication designers that incorporate critical 

practice when using HCD and PD can elicit new engagement levels from community 

members that blurs the boundaries between creators and stakeholders. Communication 

designers who relinquish control of the design outcome create room for empathy to 

understand the human experience, to feel peoples’ challenges alongside them, and seek 

collaborative, sustainable solutions to their problems. The research of this thesis 

uncovered the complexity and implications of the 287(g)-program, the desire for cultural 

representation, the importance of a neutral space for differing perspectives, various levels 

of interest in civic engagement within the Latino and Latino immigrant community, and 

the need for simplified advocacy in the form of an educational tool. As a result, the Alto 

Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit was designed to showcase the 

existing social problems inflicted by the 287(g)-program in an exhibition and website 

format to generate a narrative that includes the voices of Latino and Latino immigrant 

communities themselves.  

The Alto Poli-Migra: A Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit is an example of 

how applying criticality in one's methods can create self-awareness and openness to 

collaboration to create social tools that will maximize community ownership, 

implementation, and impact by engaging stakeholders at the start. This thesis and toolkit 

aim to demonstrate to communication designers that their role is not as a savior or expert 

but as an outsider doing their due diligence to understand a community’s needs. By 

immersing oneself in a community, one can build a relationship with the people to help 
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each other provoke a desire to change the mindset of oppression from America’s 

immigration debate into community members unifying to create cultural resistance 

through togetherness. 

 

Future Investigations and Launch 

 

Future project research of the design process will continue to expand engagement 

with stakeholders by distributing physical copies of the toolkit across Texas to document 

use in various counties. Conducting a soft launch of the campaign with a few community 

organizations will help gain further insights into what can be improved or added to the 

toolkit to engage audiences to learn, advocate, and participate through storytelling and 

visual design. The project goals of the Alto Poli-Migra campaign are to apply for grants 

to support the costs of upgrading the website into an interactive gallery, which will allow 

stakeholders to have the ability to add stories, messages, and art to help the website grow 

as a customized community narrative. Ideas for possible future investigations are: 

1. How can an exhibition be displayed in open, public spaces? What would 

be the benefits or disadvantages of hosting the exhibition with an audience 

not encompassed by the Latino and Latino immigrant community? 

2. How can the website help rural districts build community and accessibility 

to resources? 

3. How can the storytelling experience be enhanced using documentation or 

videos? 
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4. How can the exhibition provoke direct action from viewers to volunteer, 

donate, or petition?  
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APPENDIX SECTION 

 

APPENDIX A 

Online Survey 

Participants 106, February 2019 

 

The focus is to learn from the experiences of the Latino immigrant communities 

who are or not politically engaged in the United States and investigate ways to share their 

viewpoints with a broader audience to highlight the ongoing issues of the current 

governmental policy. 

 

 

Figure A.1. Gender Identity  
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Figure A.2. Age Demographic  

 

 

Figure A.3. Skin Tones  
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Figure A.4. Languages Spoken  

 

 

Figure A.5. Country of Origin 
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Figure A.6. Ethnicity Graph  

 

 

Figure A.7. Political Affiliation  
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Figure A.8. Political Ideology  

 

Are you registered to vote? 

 

 

Figure A.9. Registered Voters  

 

Did you vote in the last election? Why or why not? 
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Survey takers who answered yes voted because they felt it was their civic duty, have an 

idealist perspective, rather vote for the lesser evil, feel the need for marginalized voices to 

be heard, and believe it is important to see representation that considers their concerns. 

Those who did not vote said it was due to being underage at the time, not eligible, their 

signature was rejected, did not like the candidates, felt the government was unfair, or did 

not make time. 

 

Did you vote in the last election? 

 

 

Figure A.10. People who voted in the last election  

 

How could the media better portray Latinos in news media outlets? 

Survey takers believe there needs to be proper interviews with people that are within the 

community or inflicted by the issues. Another concern was to have non-bias reporters or 

people of color who have more awareness, do not define Latino communities as a single 

mass, less crime stories, decriminalize stories, share all perspectives, don’t tokenize the 

immigrant experience, and highlight accomplishments as well. 

 

Have you ever shown an interest or gotten involved in political activism? 
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Figure A.11. Survey takers who have an interest in political activism  

 

Yes 

 

Voter registration, protests, write letters, phone calls, volunteers at nonprofits, and 

organizing. 

 

No 

 

Work prohibits public action, it’s intimidating, women are undervalued, not comfortable 

speaking out publicly, can’t afford travel, do not have access to civic engagement 

organizations, it is mentally/emotionally draining, afraid because of status, feel useless, 

feel uneducated, do not believe in politics, or rather remain neutral. 

 

Why should or shouldn’t we care about politics? 

 

We should care: 
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To elect representatives that reflect the community’s interest, create equal opportunities, 

it affects our daily lives, build community to speak to government officials, create 

discussions on policies that affect marginalized people, can’t let others speak for your 

experience, learn how to counter their actions, self-awareness is important, and voters 

have power to influence who is in position. 

 

Reasons No: 

It is mentally/emotionally exhausting, it’s tiring to see others assimilate for approval, we 

shouldn’t depend on others to make decisions for us, or are indifferent to the situation. 

 

Have you faced racial discrimination? 

 

Most common answers were people assume they do not speak English, followed around 

in stores, police harassment, told they received preference because of affirmative action, 

surprised they sound educated, others won’t let them touch them or their children, 

discouraged from getting an advanced education, verbal abuse, refusal of service, 

fetishized, or experienced protests with actions of hate. 

 

What are some political issues that you care about or pay attention to? 

 

Racial justice, gun regulation, education reform, immigrant rights, environmental justice, 

affordable housing, equal pay, equal rights (gender, sexuality, and race), reproductive 

rights, disability, criminal justice reform, police brutality, school to prison pipeline, 
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gentrification, public transportation infrastructure, water scarcity, foreign policy, and 

sustainable agriculture. All issues mentioned were about systemic injustices that affect 

people of color in their daily lives. 

 

Do you participate in activism? 

 

 

Figure A.12. Survey takers who participate in activism  

 

What comes to mind when you hear the term Resistance Art? 

 

Most survey takers described physical forms of visual art and demonstration with a 

political focus. Screen printing, graffiti, posters, murals, political cartoons, stickers, 

music videos, clothing, zines, marches, interactive, and art that wouldn’t be traditionally 

placed in a museum. Many described it as a visceral response to injustice, equity, and 

human emotion. Inspired by counterculture, ideas that transition people’s mindset to 

another view, nontraditional norms, elevating voices of the op–pressed, and creating 

visibility as an effective tool for demonstration. 
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Do you share images with political messages through social media? 

 

 

Figure A.13. Survey takers who share political messages through social media  

 

What are your thoughts on protest art? 

 

For: 

Protest art is effective in this era and a reflection of the times. It is capable of inspiring, 

evoking emotions, demonstrates support, provides empowering messages, recruits new 

voices, images communicate faster than words, the visuals can be thought provoking, 

raises awareness on issues, makes marginalized groups feel less alone, helps start 

uncomfortable conversations, helps compartmentalize issues in a productive manner, 

easily accessible online, and builds community. 

 

Against: 

Political art online feels over-saturated, does not affect opposing views, indifferent, and 

feels like trauma porn for others to use to their benefit for marketing or business. 

 

What comes to mind when you hear the term Resistance Art? 
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There needs to be space to create opportunity for discussion among people of different 

backgrounds or experiences–liberal, conservative, varying levels of privilege, and 

opposing mindsets. There is a lack of unity among varying ethnicities who do not feel 

heard or seen whether it is in public or with their own peers. There is battle of traditional 

views, fear of being attacked for nonconforming, and desire to progress outside their 

comfort zone. 

 

Appendix B 

Focus Group I 

7 Participants 

15 August, 2019, Eagle Pass, TX 

 

Do you identify as Hispanic or Latino? 

 

The group was unsure of the difference between the two terms. They were comfortable 

identifying as Hispanic due to checking it off the identification markers given in school 

or government forms. The younger members of the group are practicing to decolonize 

their language by using Latinx. 

 

“I’ve been Hispanic my whole life from the moment we write down on the test 

what we are” —Christina M. 
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Colorism and nationalism disrupt the community’s unity 

 

There was a group consensus that it does exist within the culture. A caste system and 

view of status is in place based on appearance, skin, and citizenship. The lighter you are 

the more likely you are to be respected or have money. People with dark skin are 

assumed to be dirty, poor, and less intelligent. Citizenship plays a part in identity. 

Citizens differentiate themselves from immigrants or question why they can’t come 

legally. 

 

“If they’re first or second generation they seem to forget their ancestors’ 

struggles. They think themselves as higher, more American or just as American as 

Anglos” —Brandon G. 

 

I don’t know how to talk about social injustice with my family. 

 

Everyone in the group described their family as “set in their old ways” or difficult to 

change their views. On the other hand, they still try to challenge their family’s opinions 

or views questioning their perspectives. One way was to compare their words to what is 

said in the media about Latinos to acknowledge their negative remarks to outsiders who 

share similar notions about their culture. 

 

I’m Latino enough to speak on these issues. 
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Yes, because they grew up with the culture of their family about their journeys 

immigrating to the US. Knowing their family’s history creates a sense of understanding 

for the struggle they went through and an open mindset as to why others are reasoning to 

come over. There was also an awareness of how other Latinos might not feel comfortable 

discussing because they lost their Spanish or assimilated to the point, they feel 

disconnected from that part of their identity. 

 

“Just a few miles down you see people living in huts outside, no shoes, no 

running water” 

—Frank G. 

 

“My dad was literally one of those kids selling gum in Mexico on the streets”  

—Christina M. 

 

Immigration threatens the safety of the American people. 

 

The group disagreed with the statement. They believe the media is instilling fear into the 

public with no sense of awareness as to the reality of the caravans. The journalists did not 

even feel comfortable getting near the international bridge when interviewing the people 

of Eagle Pass with fear of supposed danger being nearby.  

 

“When the caravans arrived, there was a lot of news coverage, but nothing in our 

lives changed” —Wendell M. 
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One of the participants mentioned how their sister helped a family from Honduras that 

was wandering about, lost, downtown because the local border patrol agents had dropped 

them off at a gas station. It was a family with three children, in diapers, no shoes, and no 

directions to the nearest bus station. Other people from the caravan had been sighted in 

the nearby city of Acuña in Mexico, making an income braiding hair at the plaza. There 

was never fear of invasion from the town. Many of the community members understood 

why the travelers felt the need to leave their home countries whether they agreed or not 

with the way they crossed.  

 

I feel safe in America. 

 

One of the participants started the conversation saying he felt safe because of his light 

complexion making it easier for him to pass for white. Even though Latinos vary in skin 

tone there is a fear for their darker family members who travel out of town for work due 

to their frequent experiences of harassment. After the shooting in El Paso, it did change 

the way they view themselves as people of color being a target due to the political 

climate. Shopping habits have changed one such way is by being more vigilant when 

stepping out of their homes. Their safety does not feel threatened by the caravans or 

international bridge. Their safety feels more threatened by the justice system and people 

who live outside their community on the border. 

 

I support everything my side stands for. 
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The participants answered no because from their point of view it is never about what is 

good for the people, but what is best for the party. Half of them support progressive 

views but not the political parties. From their perspective it seems political parties are 

more concerned about their donors. You don’t see as many people politically active on 

the border because they don’t like to be bothered. They have a mentality that being there 

won’t change anything. 

 

I judge people based on how they identify politically (ideology or party). 

 

The participants shared a similar notion that there is more to a person than their ideas. 

They felt there shouldn’t be parties since most people’s political views exist within a 

grayscale. However, in terms of one’s career they admitted to being judgmental towards 

those who choose to work as border patrol agents. From their view, that career path 

encourages people to view the world differently, dehumanizing immigrants and instilling 

the narrative that immigrants are a threat to the nation. A participant mentioned a few of 

their family members identify as conservative republicans who happen to also have a 

light complexion. Even as immigrants or descendants of immigrants themselves they 

believe they came here the “right way” and are open about their anti-immigrant views. 

But, overall, there is a shared sense of disappointment on the few career options available 

on the border because there are many who need to support their families and choose a 

career as a border patrol agent in order to do so. 
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I feel like I’m doing enough to support the people in my community. 

 

No, the group mentioned they felt intimidated by not having support locally to be more 

proactive whether it’s canvassing for a candidate or voter registration. People on the 

border are frustrated, feeling as if their vote doesn’t count whether it’s nationally or 

locally because no matter the outcome there will always be corruption at the end of the 

day. 

 

How can we make these types of conversations more efficient? 

 

The group came to the consensus that normalizing the conversation is the solution. 

People fear talking about politics because it is viewed as taboo. It’s often viewed as more 

taboo than talking about their salaries. 

 

Appendix C 

Focus Group II 

6 Participants 

16 August, 2019, Eagle Pass, TX 

 

Do you identify as Hispanic or Latino? 

 

The group used the term Hispanic or preferred saying American to separate themselves 

from those who identify with Mexican nationality not ethnicity. They saw themselves as 
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having two different nationalities, but never really thought about the difference between 

the meaning. 

 

“I’m an American of Mexican lineage” —Jesus M. 

 

Colorism and nationalism disrupt the community’s unity. 

 

The group was unsure how to answer, struggling to differentiate conflicting identities and 

feeling sheltered from life outside the border. It is easy to notice a caste system through 

Mexican media. However, from their experiences many were persistent in identifying 

themselves as Mexican- American or American with Mexican lineage. 

 

“People are prideful and let that get in the way of those that are not of the same 

nationality. We’re not Mexican enough for the Mexicans. We’re not American 

enough for the Americans” —Diana M. 

 

I don’t know how to talk about social injustice with my family. 

 

Everyone in the group described their family as “set in their old ways” or difficult to 

change their views. On the other hand, they still try to challenge their family’s opinions 

or views questioning their perspectives. One way was to compare their words to what is 

said in the media about Latinos to acknowledge their negative remarks to outsiders who 

share similar notions about their culture.  
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“If you live outside Eagle Pass the wall becomes a discussion because people 

don’t know what it’s like living on the border. We don’t need it.” —Diana M. 

 

I’m Latino enough to speak on these issues 

 

The group is close to their identity and agree that they do feel Latino enough to speak for 

these issues, but it is also a matter of human rights rather than racial. Prejudice and 

persecution aren’t limited to being white or dark. All the movements happening right now 

are for human rights and there is a level of complexity that comes with skin and identity. 

Immigration right now just happens to speak to the participants more because they are 

close to the situation. 

 

“It’s not a Latino issue, it’s a human rights issue” —Gilbert E. 

 

Immigration threatens the safety of American people 

 

The idea of safety varied in topics from disease being brought by the caravan, the town 

not having the accommodations to handle an influx of people, and gun shooter violence. 

The group discussed how growing up on the border with other dangers such as the 

murder rate increasing in town or gang violence doesn’t threaten their sense of safety nor 

do the travelers immigrating by caravan. However, one of the participants, who works at 

a plasma center, mentioned the fear of measles or chickenpox being brought in by the 
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refugees. There was an alert for those who have not been vaccinated to not cross over to 

Mexico at the time for fear of an outbreak. Beyond that they were more concerned by the 

amount of people pouring into town during the arrival of the caravan which ranged from 

news reporters to hundreds of state troopers. 

 

“I did not feel threatened by the caravan and the state troopers. It was ridiculous 

and a waste of my tax dollars” —Jesus M. 

 

I feel safe in America. 

 

In America they feel more threatened by the violence happening outside their town. They 

are used to navigating when to go out and where in Mexico to avoid being in the wrong 

places. The El Paso shooting did instill fear in the town for a few days, but it blew over 

eventually. The participants were more concerned with the rate of gun shootings 

happening in America since the children in their families are having to learn how to 

prepare for an active shooter rather than a natural disaster. 

 

I support everything my side stands for. 

 

Not everyone agrees no matter what political party or views someone may have. Voting 

at the last presidential election was difficult because it felt like voting for the lesser evil. 

 

I judge people based on how they identify politically (ideology or party). 
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The group felt that in their younger days they were more naive when it came to politics. 

Now that they are older the participants feel more open to listen to what the other side has 

to say. While they may not agree they are open to discussion. Some participants 

described a few of their friends as openly republican with favorable views, but if they 

identify as a Trump supporter it feels different. It is a question of values, but they are 

open to have that discussion. 

 

“I feel back then I didn’t have a problem judging people. Now I do now because 

of this administration.” —Alfredo M. 

 

I feel like I’m doing enough to support the people in my community. 

 

The participants shared similar sentiments of feeling discouraged by the town not having 

enough community events to benefit. The group described it as a losing battle because 

many community members are more concerned about what they get in return. Even if 

you donate money to a cause you are not sure where your donations go because the 

leaders of the community are known to embezzle money due to greed. Another issue is 

living in a community that is divided by two different mindsets and concerns due to 

living a short walk away from Mexico. 
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“It’s hard to work for a community when it’s actually made up of two different 

countries. It’s two different ideas that they don’t mix well with each other.”  

—Elias E. 

 

How can we make these types of conversations more efficient? 

 

The group thought it would be great to have more opposing points of views to have a 

deeper discussion. Assumptions were made of possible arguments that would happen, but 

the dialogue went smoothly. Many adults are focused on their lives and tend to sweep 

topics under the rug. These conversations could be beneficial in a school setting, perhaps 

in the form of an assignment within a history course that would encourage students to 

interview their families and friends. It might pique their interest in community work or 

politics. 

 

Appendix D 

Focus Group III 

8 Participants 

11 August, 2019, Austin, TX 

 

Do you identify as Hispanic or Latino? 

 

Part of the group felt hesitant to identify with calling themselves Latino because they 

grew up identifying as Hispanic. Others preferred to call themselves Tejano because their 
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family has lived in Texas for many generations. Others liked the term Chicano. The 

participants who either immigrated or grew up in a city always identify by ethnicity 

rather than Latino because it boxes them into a category that does not reflect their cultural 

identities or background. 

 

“I don’t like that term. I looked it up on Wikipedia, and I read all about it. Ugh, it 

makes me feel uncomfortable. I don’t like being called Hispanic. It’s only been 

the past couple of years that I say I’m a Latina, which is really weird for me to say 

because for years I’ve been saying Hispanic and now I’m saying Latina.”  

—Linda F. 

 

Colorism and nationalism disrupt the community’s unity. 

 

The group was half divided by life experiences. A participant from the Dominican 

Republic spoke on how he had never thought about colorism because he grew up in 

another country. He was unaware of all the racial terms until he immigrated to America. 

Another participant from a border town never experienced it because everyone was 

Mexican or Mexican-American so the difference was only noticed with race. 

 

“For me, to the darkest kid on my block and the lightest kid in the DR were best 

friends. This notion or I don’t mess with you because of your color didn’t exist.”  

—Abel O. 
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The other half who discussed colorism were the light skinned participants who noticed 

how they were treated with higher praise compared to their dark complected family 

members. They were always told to be careful of the sun to protect their skin from getting 

dark or to wear sunglasses to protect their colored eyes. Another participant mentioned 

the difference on how society treated her parents. Their mother is a light skinned 

immigrant from Mexico, and their father a dark-skinned Latino from Texas. Their father 

would always be looked at differently or seen as someone who didn’t know English while 

her mother was the one new to America. 

 

I don’t know how to talk about social injustice with my family. 

 

Unlike the participants that grew up across the border, the participants of this group 

shared that they do not have these discussions with their parents. Reasons for 

immigrating and views differed per culture heightening the level of taboo on the subject. 

Not everyone in the room leaned left rather seeing things as situational. There was an 

agreement that their views are not a dichotomy. It is a matter of respect, listening to each 

other, and being compassionate. On the other hand, they also developed an awareness on 

when to engage and disengage from these discussions to not start turbulence in the family 

unit. 

 

“It’s really hard. I have to acknowledge that they didn’t grow up when and where 

I did. A lot of their views and their assimilation was born out of survival. Having 

that compassion has made it a little easier and helped me be more firm on my own 
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boundaries when talking to them and when and choosing to disengage.”  

—Koreena V. 

 

“My mom’s side...Her parents fled Cuba, fled communism, moved to the United 

States you assimilate, you throw away that culture. That is part of being 

American. Anything that has to do with social justice or deemed left is ahhh 

Communism! Scary!” —Gabriela D. 

 

“I’m more situational. I’m more what’s the topic specifically. I’m not gonna jump 

on the bandwagon and every topic I’m left. I measure everything.” —Abel O. 

 

“They’ve never had safe spaces to talk about anything thereby they did not create 

safe spaces for my family and my siblings. So, to bring them any of my ideas 

even where I wanted to go to college or hey, I want to move, They took that as a 

threat to their existence because they were constantly in survival mode.” —Isabel 

R. 

 

I’m Latino enough to speak on these issues. 

 

There was a question of why do we have to engage with this topic if someone is going to 

do it for me. Half the group felt confident identifying with their Latino roots while the 

other half revealed they struggle with claiming their culture because they have been 

heavily Americanized. 
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“I struggle with my identity big time. I’m so far apart from what my culture was. 

By definition my family is Mexican American and has been there for generations, 

but I don’t know Spanish which has always been a complete insecurity to me. I 

hardly go to Mexico anymore. A part of me is man, how really Latina am I? I 

have to take a few steps back to remind myself.” —Linda F. 

 

“Even though I struggle sometimes…I’m not speaking for the whole issue but I’m 

doing my part I’m contributing to the solution as much as I come.” —Koreena V. 

 

“My family is constantly telling me you’re not Mexican enough, you’re not this is 

enough. I think this is also why I don’t talk to them about these issues because to 

them I’m not a true representation to what they hold as that thing.” —Isabel R. 

 

“The question implies a colonial standard of who is Latino or what does a Latino 

looks like or sounds like or behaves. Latino is not a race. It’s an ethnicity, it is a 

culture. Like with any ethnic group there is change, there’s permutation, and 

there’s evolution. I’m the embodiment of both of the native and immigrant 

experience within the Latino community.” —Marissa R. 

 

“I came here at age 15. Lived in both places. Dominican Republic and United 

States. My whole family is straight up from over there. They’re so proud of it. 
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Like no, no you’re going to learn Spanish. Even three generations in, they still go 

back to the DR to hang out.” —Abel O. 

 

Immigration threatens the safety of American people. 

 

The participants were unsure how to answer, so we shifted the focus towards the 

caravans. They felt it was a super complex conversation to navigate. From their 

perspective they responded that there are a mix of good people with good intentions and 

those with not so good intentions. It became a question of who has to take responsibility 

for keeping out the intruders because it is something out of their control. They came to a 

consensus that there is no right answer. On the other hand, there is a level of colorism 

that comes to play with the way the media has portrayed what is good and bad. There was 

a question of “why do we have to engage with this topic if someone is going to do it for 

me”? Half the group felt confident identifying with their Latin roots while the other half 

revealed they struggle with claiming their cultural identity because they have been 

heavily Americanized. 

 

“It’s hard to find an answer. You do have great people in these caravans who want 

to come in and they need to and should. But you also have those mixed there who 

could be a problem so what do you do? I personally don’t. Immigration policies 

are a whole different world. This is just not here. This is worldwide.” —Abel O. 
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“It goes back to colorism. If these people in the caravans were not brown maybe 

this would be a different discussion. Maybe the discussions would be maybe some 

of you are bad or all of you bad so we have to close the gate so you can figure that 

out.” —Sandra P. 

 

I feel safe in America. 

 

The sense of safety varied amongst the group. They recognized their varying levels of 

privilege provide them a sense of safety due to their acceptance or assimilation in 

American society. The threat is not over immigration. The threats they feel are due to the 

rise in violence happening in the country ranging from threats such as the Austin bomber, 

gun violence, and the rising death of cyclists getting struck by vehicles in NYC. 

 

In response to the El Paso Shooting: 

 

“That’s me. I’m a Hispanic woman from a border town who married a white man. 

I am the virus that is spreading through the country. I’ve been questioning it with 

my husband a little bit. Should we change our son’s last name because we threw a 

big fat Flores at the end of it. Should we take it out? Is he going to have problems 

growing up now?” —Linda F. 
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“I feel marginally safe but I recognize the safety I feel is a result of my economic 

educational privilege. I’m able to code switch. I’m able to access things that 

people from my culture can’t.” —Koreena V. 

 

I support everything my side stands for. 

 

The group participants seem more flexible on their views compared to the other groups. 

At a national level they feel moderate, but with the current presidency it forces some of 

their views to fall more progressive within the spectrum. In their dialogue they discussed 

how politics have not always lined up into one category and there will always be room 

for questioning. Without conflict you cannot dial into deeper views. 

 

I judge people based on how they identify politically (ideology or party). 

 

There was more of a fear than judgment seeing symbols such as the MAGA hat. The 

participants made it a point to open the discussion that not everyone has been exposed to 

certain things or shared life experiences. Society can only move forward when you have 

opposition to two beliefs. It’s important to have diverse opinions and perspectives to help 

create growth. They discussed their experiences when having to converse with someone 

of opposing views. It can be scary at first, but then you find you have more common 

ground than differences. 

 

I feel like I’m doing enough to support the people in my community. 
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All the participants said no without hesitation. It was mentioned that there is a lack of 

resources to feel like they can be more active within their communities. Trying to survive 

as individuals and in the city takes priority. If small opportunities come about that fit 

within their schedule, they will try to make time for it. However, they feel they could 

allocate more time than they actually do. The conversation later shifted to a more positive 

note about reframing their mindset into more positive thinking. They can create 

representation with their actions and words. Being present in a room no longer makes it 

colorless. 

 

How can we make these types of conversations more efficient? 

 

Participants suggested bi-monthly discussions or create a space to have discussions to 

better communicate beliefs. They enjoyed having the opportunity to learn from each 

other’s experiences whether they grew up in the states or immigrated at a young age. 

They would like to have a space for discussion to discuss current issues or learn what 

they are doing in the careers or student lives. What they received out of the focus group 

was a place to nurture healthy conflict. 

 

Appendix E 

Focus Group IV 

8 Participants 

25 August, 2019, Austin, TX 
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Do you identify as Hispanic or Latino? 

 

The participants that grew up in the United States were more comfortable identifying as 

Hispanic rather than Latino. However, the other participants that immigrated from other 

countries were never introduced to the term Hispanic until they moved to the United 

States The group discussed the different meanings between the terms Hispanic, Latino, 

and now Latinx. It has become a sensitive topic to the community since people get 

possessive of their language and culture. From their perspective they agreed that using 

Latinx is for those that prefer to use a gender-neutral term with a political charge behind 

its meaning. 

 

“Hispanic is such a gray term that I don’t really understand what it means so that 

is why I think Latino makes more sense.” —Joseph M. 

 

“That Hispanic and Latin thing was such a shock here because in Mexico you’re 

just Mexican.” —Flor B. 

 

Colorism and nationalism disrupt the community’s unity. 

 

A few members in the group were fair skinned and shared their experiences with 

colorism. It was prevalent that they were treated with higher regards within their families. 

Their light skin gave them favorability. However, one of the participants felt like an 
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outsider within his community because he did not look traditionally Mexican, but had the 

culture so he lacked a space where he could fit in. The participants also discussed the 

influence the media has had on defining what a Latino looks like. Light skin is always the 

celebrated figures while the darker tones are seen as low on the caste system. They came 

to agreement that the color of your skin does disrupt the unity of a community or 

household. 

 

“My great, great grandma was extremely racist. Even referred to me who is a lot 

lighter skinned than my sister in different ways and treated us differently because 

of the way we looked.” —Joseph M. 

 

“Growing up in the 90’s in San Antonio especially in a very Hispanic prevalent 

city, I wish I was darker. I didn’t like that I was so fair skinned because 

immediately I always felt like I was an outsider in my community. I didn’t fit in 

with the white kids obviously, but I also felt like I never fit in with the Mexicans 

either.” —Kris G. 

 

“My mother’s side is Indigenous Colombian, and my father is from Spain. My 

grandmother was a bit racist in that sense. When my brother was born, he’s 

younger than me and darker. She’s like, ‘Ese no es hijo de mi hijo (that is not my 

son’s son) because he wasn’t white like me’.” —Lina Z. 
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“I feel half and half because I’ve gotten both sides of the comments. I have a 

friend that he’s like well I don’t know you look, like too white for being a Latina. 

You’re too fair. I had another one that said, I don’t know from far away you look 

like you make tortillas all day.” —Carolina E. 

 

I don’t know how to talk about social injustice with my family. 

 

The majority of the group stared at each other in silence and let out a sigh of annoyance. 

There was a shared view on how trying to educate their family could feel taxing and how 

they’re seen as that crazy person. It is hard to break the view of tradition, so things go 

about undiscussed such as the queer marriage between two of the participants. It exists, 

but the family chooses not to have a discussion about it. Others feel disconnected from 

their family’s immigrant story because they’re never shared it. People acknowledge they 

came over and now they’re here and that is all. Another shared sentiments about their 

father’s frustration working as a teacher on the border with students who do not take 

advantage of knowing the language or the privilege their status brings. However, one 

person shared that she crossed the border with her parents so it’s always been an open 

discussion because of the circumstances. There was never a moment she felt she had to 

assimilate to American culture to the point of forgetting her history. 

 

“I feel like the older generations just don’t get it. I try to talk to my mom about 

like women should be able to do this, choose this, and that but, she is like that that 

is not the way I was raised.” —Vic R. 
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“My mom, my sister and I crossed the border in 88’. When I was 14 I was taught 

to go to protests. I was trained, I guess. Now more than ever these subject matters 

I can talk to my mom about it and she would be on the same page as me. My dad 

was tortured in the revolution in 88’ in Nicaragua. This whole story behind it. We 

were always taught to fight so we’ve always been on the same level.”  

—Carolina E. 

 

I’m Latino enough to speak on these issues. 

 

The group varied on points of view depending on their upbringing. Some felt because 

they grew up in a sheltered lifestyle without ties to the immigrant narrative or language 

that they cannot. Another said it depended on the scenario. Yes, they feel Latino, but if in 

a room with other strong Latinos they felt less informed or strong enough to speak on the 

issues as they were raised in a sheltered home and privilege with passing as white. Later 

the discussion shifted to not wanting to out themselves as an immigrant because you’re 

taught early on to be safe is to not out yourself to others. There were those who felt pride 

in their Latino identity and felt a need or level of responsibility to stay vocal. Otherwise, 

who will speak on issues that affect their people. As the discussion went on everyone was 

open to agree that at the end of the day no matter your identity, culture, or attachment to 

your history it is a human issue. All you need is empathy and compassion. 
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“Sometimes I don’t. Sometimes I feel because I was born and raised here in 

America and because I don’t consider myself bilingual. I know some Spanish, but 

even among people who are Spanish speakers they’ve always been like no you 

don’t know Spanish.” —Kris G. 

 

“At the end of the day these are issues we’ve had in the world in the past and now 

and in other countries. At the end of the day it is a human issue and I think the 

only thing you need to talk on these issues to have empathy and sympathy for the 

people that suffer these problems.” —Elias R. 

 

“I’ve assimilated myself enough into American culture as a defense mechanism to 

avoid that conversation or avoid having to out myself as an immigrant to protect 

myself. When I go back home [Peru] I’m not Peruvian enough to be home. When 

I’m here [United States] sometimes I’m not American enough to be here so it’s a 

gray area when you explain I’m Latino enough. It becomes a bigger conversation. 

Having to out yourself can put you in an uncomfortable position.” —Vic R. 

 

“My close circle of friends all came from the same type of story. We crossed the 

border coincidentally the same year, same time. We would be like How did you 

do it? Through a boat or a tire? Then we would grow up and once we went to 

college, I noticed some of them didn’t want to share those stories. I felt 

responsible when we were growing up in our 20’s to tell people those types of 
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stories especially Americans because it teaches them, it educates them.”  

—Carolina E. 

 

Immigration threatens the safety of American people. 

 

First response from the group was who are the Americans and who is feeling threatened? 

The conversation focused on the reason why immigrants are coming in by caravan or 

other modes of transportation to escape the threats from their own home countries. They 

compared their experience of crossing the border in Canada vs Mexico. There is a strong 

shift in behavior by the border patrol at the checkpoints. There seems to be no threat 

when visiting Canada compared to returning to the states from Mexico the border patrol 

makes people feel as if they’re being interrogated to get information from them. 

Immigration is a political tool defining who are the good guys and who are the bad guys 

we need to watch. 

 

“Who are the Americans? Define them.” —Vic R. 

 

“Like you said immigration is a political tool because they’re coming in from Italy, 

Japan, Canada and the experience I had living in Seattle and going to Vancouver by car 

on the border was insane. They didn’t ask us anything. They didn’t ask us for passports. I 

had a dog with me like I was so nervous. I need the vet thing, but they were cool. When I 

cross the border to Eagle Pass from Mexico, they ask you all these questions so you get 

nervous or answer incorrect.” —Flor B. 
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“We went to this one park that was literally the American Canadian border and it 

was a park. Like the line said you’re now in Canada. It was a park you park across 

the street. In Canada these little Canadian kids were coming to the American side 

to play in the park and swing and stuff. I immediately thought it was funny but 

then I was kind of triggered. Where are the cages? Why aren’t they being locked 

up? Where’s the checkpoint?” —Kris G. 

 

“I have Venezuelan friends that I just met and they were talking to me about their 

immigration stuff. They were like yeah they were killing people. Killing people is 

normal now. We’re working in the factory and this guy didn’t show and someone 

said oh yeah that guy was killed.” —Flor B. 

 

“Immigration is core to why or how America was made. It is not a threat. It is 

literally a core value to this country and why this country is seen as one of the 

best countries in the world.” —Joseph M. 

 

I feel safe in America. 

 

It was a unanimous no. The group participants pointed out it was not because of 

immigration, but because of all the other violence and hate happening in this country. The 

group spoke about a new feeling of needing to censor themselves or act less ethnic for 

their own protection. The spoke about the recent events of gun violence targeting brown 
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and queer people. Some developed a new hyper awareness of the white men in a room 

with a backpack wherever they go or keeping an eye out for all emergency exits. Some 

even mentioned their employers have hired security for their building in case of an active 

shooter. 

 

“It is not because immigration. It is because of everything else going on. It is 

because of gun violence, police brutality, and many other factors.” —Joseph M. 

 

“When I hear my niece her fire drill is really code red and she is hiding under a 

table cause there was a shooting next door. That is where it hits home.” 

—Carolina E. 

 

“In the supermarket I will talk to my parents in Spanish and my mom will tell me 

no talk to me when you’re home and she will hang up.” —Flor B. 

 

I support everything my side stands for. 

 

The group discussed how they try to question their own belief system, so they do not get 

blinded by their personal views. They did not identify by one political party completely. 

Rather they had open views that they will lean towards whichever side goes with their 

belief system. 
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“I don’t even identify with one specific thing. I just believe in a lot of things and I 

can have conversations with anybody about anything. I have friends that are 

republican and friends that are just like me. For the most part I’m able to have 

conversations with anybody and stay respectful.” —Elisas R. 

 

I judge people based on how they identify politically (ideology or party). 

 

The participants discussed how their relations with others changed after the current 

president was elected. They had to question themselves as to why they do not hang out 

with their Republican friends anymore or why certain family members are being 

ostracized because of their political views. They acknowledge that there has been a 

political divide created by the current presidency due to his campaign. It made the 

participants question their friend’s or family’s values. It has been a learning curve for 

many of them, learning to embrace people for their beliefs and be open to having a 

conversation to better understand why they believe those things. As long as the other 

person is receptive it is still possible to find common ground. 

 

I feel like I’m doing enough to support the people in my community. 

 

The participants had mixed feelings. Some said no while others said they’re trying the 

best they can. The discussion reflected back again to questioning if they were enough. 

They mentioned that it gets tiring having to educate others why certain issues are 
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important while also wanting to be safe. They want to find ways to contribute more to the 

conversation and find organizations they can support. 

 

How can we make these types of conversations more efficient? 

 

To talk about this more effectively there needs to be respect on both sides. If that doesn’t 

happen there will not be a productive conversation. 

 

“I don’t know if this conversation is happening because we are privileged enough, 

educated enough, or open-minded enough that we can be respectful to each 

other.” —Flor B. 

 

Appendix F 

Interview with Rosten Woo, 3 Oct, 2019. 

Artist, Designer, Writer, and Co-Founder of the Center for Urban Pedagogy 

 

Rosten Woo is an artist, designer, and writer living in Los Angeles. His projects aim to 

help people understand complex systems, reorient individualist focus to places, and 

participate in group decision-making. He acts as a collaborator with and consultant to 

grassroots organizations and produces public artworks about the politics of place for 

cultural institutions and local and regional governments. His work has been exhibited at 

the Cooper-Hewitt Design Triennial, the Venice Architecture Biennale, and various 

parks, piers, public housing developments, and shopping malls. He is Co-Founder and 
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former Executive Director of the Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP), winner of the 2016 

National Design Award for institutional achievement. Street Value, his book about race 

and retail urban development, was published by Princeton Architectural Press in 2009. 

 

In what ways do you consider yourself a collaborative artist and designer? 

 

[Rosten Woo] Human creativity and art can be used together as a marketing kit. Some of 

the work is presented as art but it’s not important as my identity to be considered an artist 

or designer. All titles are equal to creativity.  

 

Most of the projects Rosten works on are often commissioned by a nonprofit or 

organization; collaborating with others has become second nature in his work. He 

explained before starting a project he begins by asking himself who is he making it for 

and who are the community members he needs to reach out to in order to begin the 

collaboration. 

 

How would you explain your creative process when working in social impact? 

 

Rosten mentioned his process is usually to figure out who or what he wants to serve. 

Then figuring out what the values of the project are.  
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[RW] Who needs to be served in the driver seat? Who’s the audience? Who is this project 

for? The key is to create a steering committee for accountability, which might change the 

original concept of the project a bit.  

 

Being super research driven, if the time allows, Rosten could take weeks or months trying 

to talk to people who are informed to get as many angles and views of what others think. 

Then, of course, the traditional book and internet research.  

 

[RW] It’s better to learn with the whole group once you discover your community rather 

than test your assumptions and work towards a solution. However, sometimes, you may 

not always have a long window for development. Sometimes there is a quick turnaround 

within a week where you have to get quick reactions and let it guide the project. You 

have to both understand the basics and follow weird interests and side paths to get the 

stew of possible reference points. It can lead to exciting discoveries. Rosten describes 

himself as not a purist, but he still follows the typical three rounds of design for feedback 

and process. 

 

Which was your favorite project? 

 

His current favorite project is the Skid Row Take Back the Nine mini-golf course, which 

was created around the gentrification or planning process. It changed the dynamics of the 

community groups he was working with, including the city planning department. It 
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simplified the complexities of zoning while also showing other viewpoints by presenting 

others the impacts and consequences of development in Skid Row. 

 

Another project he mentioned was an audio walking tour about native plants for the 

Huntington Garden. Rosten enjoyed how it came out as an experience as a walking tour 

through a vacant lot and the industrial banks of the Los Angeles River. While there was 

not a clear policy outcome, the audio tour did invite contemplation and political reflection 

of whether the current plans for the Los Angeles River would lead to a recognizable river 

or the opposite. 

 

The main project that influenced two decades of work for Rosten was his collaboration 

CUP on the Public Housing Television project. He helped make a series of videos and 

guides to help public housing residents of the lower east side get involved with the 

governance of their homes. It opened up a new way of working by fully collaborating 

with both artists, animators, and community organizers. 

 

Could you provide some background to your project Tell Us How You Really Feel? 

 

[RW] The project was designed for the Los Angeles County Commission Arts to address 

the concern on equity and inclusion in the arts. One of the first ideas he thought of when 

proposing the project was to encourage people to talk about racial inequity. However, the 

structural format of town hall meetings can be intimidating when having to out yourself 

when sharing your views. What if the person speaking out worked with someone that did 
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something they did not agree with? Some might not feel comfortable sharing the real 

story. 

 

Thus, Rosten investigated what other interesting ways could he get around the traditional 

format. The private confessional entry station felt like a natural fit. A theatrical version of 

that was created with a lot of prototyping. At first, he thought about using a book to write 

down their responses, but it did not seem effective. Instead, the team wrote a custom chat 

software to do it and hired a comedian to be on the line while they projected the 

responses on the wall. 

 

Have you ever struggled with getting participants to engage with your work? 

 

[RW] I start with the assumption that people won’t care. When working, you have to 

assume there’s no reason why someone would voluntarily want to give up their valuable 

time. You have to make it something interesting enough that someone would want to 

spend their time there and how do you do the right outreach to gain traction. Make 

something that is viable for people to join in on while also planning how to keep someone 

to get engaged over a long period. 

 

What advice can you give to designers who are trying to help communities by 

raising awareness on an issue? 
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[RW] Tap into a structure that already exists rather than set up a lemonade stand and see 

who will come and stop by. Define the public or subset of people you are working with. 

Not the public at large, and work with an organization that has already worked with the 

community.  

 

Appendix G 

Interview with Cristina Garcia, 8 Oct, 2019.  

Advocacy Director at Oxfam America 

 

Cristina Garcia is an advocate for underrepresented communities and has a 10+ year track 

record in the nonprofit sector working on educational campaigns, program development, 

and policy advocacy. Her work has been largely focused at the intersection of immigrant 

justice and women’s rights. She has worked with diverse communities ensuring that 

underrepresented voices are represented in our democracy. Cristina has spoken on issues 

of equal representation of women, violence against women, migration, and immigrant 

inclusion at the national and international levels. Cristina has conducted workshops and 

served on panels for events and conferences around the country. She has appeared on 

several media outlets. Additionally, she has been able to leverage social media towards 

having a broader impact around fundraising, events, and national campaigns.  

 

Who are you and what do you do? 
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Cristina Garcia works with Oxfam America as a policy and advocacy director for 

Southern California and Southern Texas. She is a first-generation Mexican American 

who grew up in Chicago and currently resides in San Diego. On the side, she manages an 

online platform called She Grows, We Grow, which opens up space for conversation 

around the identity of women of color. It explores the multidimensional levels to examine 

who they are, how they see themselves, and how their identity comes about with outside 

external factors such as assimilation and isolation. Cristina has hosted several events in 

Chicago and the Los Angeles area. 

 

How would you explain your creative process when working in social impact? 

 

Cristina described herself as having a unique blend that helps her understand people in 

her work while doing advocacy. Her background gives her the ability to connect with 

people one on one to understand all the different aspects of who they are, respect to 

where they live, and where they came from, whether they identify as an immigrant or 

person of color in general.  

 

Her work recently took her to El Salvador and Honduras to study the advocacy work that 

is happening in other nations. She got to travel with other leaders seeking to learn about 

the advocacy efforts of the indigenous communities. Through her work, she hopes to 

continue building a conversation about race, identity, and valuing what other 

marginalized groups bring to the table. She believes identity and self-reflection work 

connects people to another human being at a different level. 
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How is it working with the community in California and other places? 

 

[CG] People of color seem to have created their own subcultures. For example, people 

from the border view themselves as different from others who live in different parts of 

the country. Living so close to the country they originate from, and their culture gives 

them a different perspective of themselves. In comparison to those who grew up in the 

movement or seeking ways to connect with their culture have their own views of 

themselves. People of color are not a homogenous group nor share one solid ideology. 

From her observation to speaking with folks in California, she explained you could divide 

their experiences into a few subcategories. 

 

• There is a group that is rooted in the Chicano movement. They see themselves as 

lifelong activists stemming from the Farm Workers Rights movement led by 

Cesar Chavez. Their political ideology blends into their identity. 

• First-generation folks still feel connected to their immigrant roots. They have 

family members who come from the valley (farmworker community), tell stories 

about their parents, grandparents, and extended family. They grew up 

understanding the struggle even if they didn’t grow up political. 

• Then there are the people who have lived on this land for generations. They no 

longer see themselves as connected to the immigrant story and have developed 

their own culture or identity. The idea of migrating is not close to them. They’re 
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the furthest from having resistance ideology because they bled in through the 

mainstream. They don’t understand it or see themselves as a part of it. 

 

What are some political views or concerns shared? 

 

[CG] There is a movement that started through social media happening around 

decolonizing, reclaiming one’s ancestry and indigenous roots—removing all of the 

whitewashing that has been done to brown ancestry. However, there is a political 

disconnect since many are focused on healing their intergenerational trauma spiritually. 

Political traction was lost in respect to the immigrant’s rights movement, but there is a 

growing force on climate change and Black Lives Matter. It is an opportunity to pick up 

political activism as a vehicle of healing or education for the community. 

 

What is something that should be educated or how can we reconnect folks to a 

cause? 

 

[CG] Identity is something we don’t often talk about enough but makes up a huge part of 

the way people view themselves. There’s a movement focused on reclaiming and healing. 

Except there is a disconnect to the political sense, thus, an opportunity for these 

movements to come together. The folks that are leaning towards politics and those 

leaning spirituality can come together through a lens of social justice that can allow them 

to explore more deeply on a collective level. People have their own self-oppression that 

doesn’t allow them to speak on these things. Political education and healing can build the 
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bridge in between to help others graduate to a level of social consciousness and political 

awareness. 

 

Appendix H 

Interview with Adriana Quiroga and Barbara Peña Solis, 10 Oct, 2019.  

Community Organizer and Strategic Partnerships at RAICES 

 

The Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Legal Services (RAICES) is a 

nonprofit organization based in Texas that aims to provide legal services for 

immigrants.[7] As of 2018, it was the largest legal aid group of its kind in Texas. 

RAICES also runs Casa RAICES, which provides housing for thousands of 

undocumented immigrants and asylum seekers per year. 

 

Discussion with Adriana and Barbara 

 

Immigration effects are far-reaching, and people are not always connecting the dots. The 

public struggles to see the bigger picture when it comes to immigration. People like to 

latch on to simple language; otherwise, they lose interest or disconnect. Effective ways to 

connect with people is to make taking action simple. Give them what they need to know 

and show them is the direct action they can take. Since there is so much information and 

numbers, humanizing the aspect through a campaign would help. Inserting yourself into 

the story of conversation will capture people’s attention. 
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A campaign can be unified under a single hashtag such as the #NoKidsInCages by 

RAICES. That, for example, was an online campaign, and the toolkit was simple images 

to download to print or share online. A pilot way to begin a toolkit would be to engage 

with students first because they are natural organizers. It can be an organizing tool for 

2020 since it is quickly approaching. Being able to receive a physical product could 

create a sense of excitement because it is a piece they can interact with and engage the 

public. 

 

Appendix I 

Interview with Dalia Reynoso Oct, 2019. 

Community Advocate and Organizer at the Texas Jail Project 

 

Dalila Reynoso is a community advocate and organizer for the Texas Jail Project in 

Tyler, TX, which has an ongoing contract with the 287(g)-program. She currently 

advocates for people’s rights in Smith County Jail with mental illness and substance use 

disorder.  Before fighting mass incarceration, Reynoso had years of experience working 

in advocacy for immigration rights inspired by her undocumented parents. She spoke 

about how her conservative hometown made it challenging to contact the Sherriff to 

discuss the negative impact of the 287(g)-program on their community, with her phone 

calls always going on ignored. After three years of meeting the Sherriff every morning at 

Whataburger, where he ate his breakfast, they finally found common ground discussing 

the issues of incarcerating the mentally ill. After several discussions and building a 

friendship with the Sherriff, she learned he was not aware of the mistreatment the people 
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in jail would face from the staff. There is a system at play with every level answering to 

another person at power.  

Her eyes were able to understand now the parallels that the criminal justice and 

immigration systems share. From her experience behind the scenes walking through 

detention centers and Smith County Jail, Reynoso shared her perspective of how 

humanity gets detached from the faces lost in the system due to the lack of resources or 

influence. Through the Texas Jail Project, Reynoso has been able to tap into a system of 

people with limited contact to the outside. Her contact information gets exchanged 

between the people in jail to help immigrants or those with mental illnesses. The bridge 

of communication is created through handwritten letters of personal testimonies shared 

online through the Texas Jail Project to humanize the voices lost in the system. The 

letters speak of the mistreatment the people face in jail due to being seen as inmates or 

immigrants. A few letters sent spoke of the fear of deportation, being seen as a criminal, 

and the inhumanity of jail treatment during COVID-19. Two letters were shared to 

showcase within the toolkit to provide a personal perspective from people affected by the 

immigration system.  
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Appendix J 

 

 

Figure J.1 Typographic Palette 
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Figure J.2 National Chicano Moratorium in East Los Angeles, August 29, 1970. (Los 

Angeles Public Library, n.d.) 
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Figure J.3 The website in desktop and mobile applications on www.altopolimigra.org 
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Figure J.4 The website design for www.altopolimigra.org 
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Figure J.5 The Alto Poli-Migra: Community Issues Exhibition Toolkit 
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